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iii

Scope and sequence
Classroom language

Page 2

3- 12
Education
A I'm taking six classes.
B You're not allowed to . ..
C My behavior
D Alternative education

p

Students can ...
ask and talk about routines
express prohibition and obligation
ask and talk about feelings and reactions
discuss advantages and disadvantages

Simple present vs .
present continuous
Zero conditional

School subjects
Feelings and emotions

Students can . ..
describe what was happening in the past
announce news
close a conversation
tell personal stories
describe embarrassing moments

Past continuous vs .
simple past
Participial adjectives

Sentence adverbs
Verbs to describe
reactions

Used to
Defin ing relative clauses

Fashion statements
Clothing styles

Present perfect
Present perfect vs.
simple past

Experiences
Fun things to do

Students can . . .
compare human-made structures
express disbelief
say that they don't know something
ask and talk about geographical features
describe natural wonders in their country

Comparatives
Not as ... as
Superlatives

Human -made wonders
Geographical features

Students can ...
ask and talk about weekend plans
offer to take a message
leave a message
make requests, promises, and offers
discuss ways to manage time effectively

Present tenses used for
future
Requests
Promises and offers with
will

Commitments
Favors

41121
41121
41121
41121

13-22

Personal stories
A What were you doing?
BGuess what!

41121
41121
41121
41121
4121

C I was really frightened!
D How embarrassing!

23-32
Style and fashion
A Fashion trends
BDoes this come in . . . ?

Students can ...
ask about and describe past fashions
tl2l ask where something is in a store
tl2l ask for a specific product
4l2l express opinions about style and fashion
tl2l ask and talk about current fashions

4121

C The latest look
D Views on fashion

Interesting lives
A Have you ever been on TV?
B What I mean is, ...
C Life experiences
D What a life !

p

Students can ...

4l2l ask and talk about life experiences

4l2l
4l2l
4l2l

check and clarify meaning
describe details of their experiences
ask and talk about a memorable experience

43- 52

Dur world
A Older, taller, and more famous
B / don't believe it!
C World geography
D Natural wonders

4l2J
41121
4l2l
4l2J
4l2l

P~S3-62
Organizing your time
AA busy week
B Can I take a message ?
C Can you do me a favor?
D Time management

iv

4121
4l2l
4121
4l2l
4121
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Interactions:

Listening:

Reading:

• Information exchange about school and work

Expressing prohibit ion
Expressing obligation

Office rules
An interview about
homeschooling

" Homeschooling"
A magazine article

• Keep talking: " Find someone who " activity about

Pronunciation:

Writing:

everyday activities
• List of class rules
• Information exchange about personal behavior
• Keep talking: Comparison of behaviors
• Discussion about distance education

Stress and rhythm

Advantages and
disadvantages of
distance education

Interactions:

Listening:

Reading

• Group story about a past event

Announc ing news
Closing a conversation

News about other people
A camping trip

"Embarrassing
Experiences"
An article

• Keep talking: Description of simultaneous

Pronunciation:

past actions
• Celebrity news
• Personal stories and anecdotes
• Keep talking: Picture stories
• Descriptions of embarrassing moments

Intonation in complex
sentences

Writing:

Interactions:

Listening:

Reading:

Asking where things are
Asking for an alternat ive

Clothing purchases
An interview with a
fashion designer

"Favorite Fashions"
A survey

Pronunciation:
Used to and use to

Class survey

Interactions:

Listening:

Reading:

• Interviews about experiences

Checking meaning
Clarifying meaning

Unusual habits
An interview with a
grandmother

"The Life of an
Astronaut"
An interview

• Keep talking: Information exchange about

Pronunciation:

Writing:

Contrastive stress in
responses

Interesting people,
places, or things

Interactions:

Listening:

Reading:

• Comparison of different places

Expressing disbelief
Saying you don't know

An interesting city
The Great Barrier Reef

"Seven Wonders of t he
Natural World "
An article

• Keep talking: Information gap activity about

Pronunciation:

An embarrassing moment

Writing:

• Interview about style and fashion
• Keep talking: Comparison of two people's past and
present styles
• Role play of a shopping situation
• Opinions on fash ion and style
• Keep talking: Interview about what's hot
• Class survey about style and fashion

experiences never had
• Information exchange about unusual habits
• True and false information about life experiences
• Keep talking: "Find someone who" activity about
everyday experiences
• Description of an interesting person or place

impressive places
• Information exchange about human-made structures
• Discussion about experiences in different places
• Keep talking: Adv ice for foreign visitors
• List of the most wonderfu l places in the country

Intonation in tag
questions

Writing:

Interactions:

Listening:

Reading:

• " Find someone who " activity about weekend plans

Offering to take a message
Leaving a message

Weekend plans
Phone messages

"How to Manage Your
Time "
An artic le

• Keep talking: Information exchange about

Pronunciation:
Reduction of could you
and would you

A natural wonder

Writing:
Tips fo r success

upcoming plans
• Role play with phone messages
• Class favors, offers, and promises
• Keep talking: Role play with requests
• Quiz about overdoing th ings
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V

Personalities
A You're extremely curious.
BIn my opinion, ...

Students can ...

C We 've been friends for six years.
D What is your personality?

The environment
AGoing green
B /' d rather not say.

tE:l
tE:l
tE:l
tE:l

tE:l

talk about personality traits
give an opinion
ask for agreement
describe people's personalities
talk about their personality

Students can ...

tE:l
tE:l
tE:l
tE:l
tE:l

C What will happen?
D Finding solutions

discuss environmental problems
give an approximate answer
avoid answering
talk about future possibilities
discuss solutions to problems

Students can .. .

Relationships
AHealthy relationships
B I'm really sorry.
C That can't be the problem.
D Getting advice

Living your life
AHe taught himself.
B /'//give it some thought.

tE:l
tE:l
tE:l
tE:l
tE:l

discuss what's important in relationships
apologize and give excuses
accept an apology
speculate about people
give advice about relationships

Students can ...

C What would you do?
DWhat an accomplishment!

tE:l
tE:l
tE:l
tE:l
tE:l

talk about themselves and their experiences
advise against something
consider advice
talk about imaginary situations
ask and talk about accomplishments

Adverbs modifying
adjectives and verbs
Present perfect with
for and since

Personality traits
More personality traits

Quantifiers
First conditional

Environmental impacts
Tips to help the
environment

It's ... expressions
Expressions with
infinitives
Modals for speculating

Relationship behaviors
Inseparable phrasal
verbs

Reflexive pronouns
Second conditional

Qualities for success
Separable phrasal verbs

Past passive
Present perfect with yet
and already

Compound adjectives
Verb and noun formation

Gerunds
Modals for necessity and
recommendations

Vacation activities
Extreme sports

Pages 103-112
Music
A Music trivia
B The first thing you do is . .
C Music and me
D Thoughts on music

Students can ...

tl2l
tE:l

tE:l
tE:l

talk about music
give instructions
talk about things they've done recently
talk about memorable songs

113-122
On vacation
A Travel preferences
BDon 't forget to ...
C Rules and recommendations
DSeeing the sights

vi

Scope and sequence

Students can ...

tE:l
tE:l

tE:l
tE:l
tE:l

discuss travel preferences
ask about preferences
remind someone of something
talk about rules and recommendations
describe their dream trip
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Interactions:

Listening:

Reading:

Giving an opinion
Asking for agreement

Common proverbs
A personality quiz

"The Signs of the Zodiac"
Descriptions

Pronunciation:

Writing:

Reduction of don 't you

My personality

Interactions:

Listening:

Reading:

Giving an approximate
answer
Avoiding answering

A survey on grocery
shopping habits
Award winners for
environmental work

" One-of-a -Kind Homes"
An article

Pronunciation:

Writing:
A letter about an
environmental issue

Stress in compound
nouns

Interactions:

Listening:

Reading:

Apologizing
Accepting an apology

Apologetic phone calls
A radio call -in show

"Addy's Advice"
Emails

Pronunciation:

Writing:

Sentence stress

A piece of advice

Interactions:

Listening:

Reading:

Advising against
something
Considering advice

Three problems
Interviews about
accomplishments

"A Walk Across Japan"
An interview

Writing:

Pronunciation:

An accomplishment

Stress shifts

Interactions:

Listening:

Reading:

Beginning instructions
Continu ing instructions
Ending instructions

How things work
Song dedications

" Richie Starr"
A fan site

Pronunciation:

Writing:

Syllable stress

A music review

Interactions:

Listening:

Reading:

Asking about preferences
Reminding someone of
something

Hostel check-in
A white -water rafting trip

"A Taste of Ca iro
A food blog

Pronunciation:

Writing:

Reduction of verbs

A walking tour

•
•
•
•

Interview about personality traits
Keep talking: Left-brain versus right-brain quiz
Discussion about personality assumptions
Information exchange about friends and their
personalities
• Keep talking: Interviews about special people
and things
• Guessing game to match people and their
personality descriptions

• Discussion about community environmental
problems
• Keep talking: "Green" quiz
• Survey about water usage
• Cause and effect
• Keep talking: Possible outcomes in different
situations
• Solutions to environmental issues

•
•
•
•
•
•

Tips for healthy relationships
Keep talking: Advice for relationship problems
Role play to apologize and make excuses
Speculations about classmates
Keep talking: Speculations about people
Discussion about relationship problems

• Interview about personal experiences
• Keep talking: "Find someone who " activity about
personal experiences
• Role play to give and consider advice
• Discussion about hypothetical situations
• Keep talking: Interview about hypothetical situations
• " Find someone who" activity about
accomplishments

•
•
•
•
•

Guessing game about music
Keep talking: Discussion about music
Information exchange with instructions
" Find someone who" activity about recent actions
Keep talking: "Find the differences" activity about
two friends
• Information exchange about songs and memories

,.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Interview about vacation activities
Keep talking: Comparison of trave l preferences
Role play about checking into a hot el
Discussion about extreme sports
Keep talking: Plan for a backpacking trip
Information exchange about dream trips
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Scope and sequence

vii

Classroom language
A -4>))

Complete the conversations with the correct sentences. Then listen and
check your answers.

What page are we on?
/'Excuse me. I'm very sorry I'm late.
May I go to the restroom, please?
Can you repeat that, please?
What's our homework?
Which role do you want to play?

A: Excuse me. I'm very sorry

A: - - - - - - - - - -

A: - - - - - - - - --

I'm late.
B: That's OK. Next time try to
arrive on time.

B: Thirteen. We're doing the

B: Yes. I said, "Please work with

Warm -up for Unit 2.

a partner."

t/~ework

Workb(Xj
Uni+

A: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

A: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

A: - - - - - -- - - -

B: I'll be Student A. You can be
Student B.

B: No problem . Please try to
be quick.

B: Please complete the activities

B Pair work
2

Practice the conversations.
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for Unit 2 in your workbook.

A

Describe the pictures. What do you see? What are the students doing?

B

How are the classrooms similar or different from your own classroom experiences?
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I'm taking six classes.
Vocabulary School subjects
A .. >))

Match the words and the pictures. Then listen and check your answers.

algebra
art
biology
chemistry
geometry
f. history
g. music
v"h. physics
i. world
geography

:::-·!· l ~

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

~

"r'

~

-.

"

'

2.

4.

•

/

]

If '

3.

5.

6.

8.

9.

B .. >» Complete the chart with the correct school subjects. Then listen and check
your answers.
Arts

Math

Science

Social studies

art

C Pair work

Which school subjects are or were easy for you? Which are or were
difficult? Tell your partner.
"History and music were easy subjects for me, but a/3ebra was difficult!"

Language in context Busy schedules
A .. >» Listen to three people talk about their schedules. Who doesn't have a job?

I'm a high school student. I love
history and world geography. I
have a part-time job, too. My
parents own a restaurant, so I
work there on Saturdays. I guess
I'm pretty busy.
- Kenji

I'm a full -time student. I want
to be a doctor. I'm taking six
classes and preparing for my
medical school entrance exams.
I study biology and chemistry
every night.
- Jan

I'm really busy! I work full-time at
a bank. I'm also taking an English
class at night with my friend
Ricardo. Actually, I'm going to
class now. I think I'm late!
- Amelia

B What about you? Do you have a busy schedule? What do you do in a typical week?
4
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unit

Use the simple present to describe routines and
permanent situations.

Verbs not usually used
in continuous tenses

Kenji works on Saturdays.

believe

mean

Jan studies every night.

have

own

Kenji's parents own a restaurant.

hope

remember

Use the present continuous to describe actions in
progress or temporary situations.

know

seem

like

understand

Amelia is going to class right now.

love

want

Jan is preparing for her medical school entrance exams.
Amelia and Ricardo are taking an English class together.

A

Complete the conversations with the simple present or present continuous
forms of the verbs. Then practice with a partner.

Are

1. A:

taking

you

(take) a lot of classes these days?

B: I _ _ _ _ _ (take) just two: world geography and physics. I _ _ _ __

(have)

a full-time job, so I _ _ _ _ _ (not / have) a lot of free time.
2. A: How often _ _ _ _ _ you _ _ _ _ _ (go) to the library?

B: I

(go) every Saturday. But I _ _ _ _ _ (study) at home a lot, too.
_ _ _ _ _ (prepare) for an important exam.

3 . A: How _ _ _ _ _ (be) your English class?

B: It

(be) fine. I _ _ _ _ _ (like) English and _ __ _ _ (want)

to improve my speaking. But we _ _ _ _ _ (be) only in the first lesson!
4. A: What _ _ _ _ _ the teacher

(do) now?

B: She _ _ _ _ _ (help) some students. They _ _ _ _ _ (ask) her questions.
They _ _ _ _ _ (seem) confused about something.

B Pair work

Ask and answer the questions in Part A. Answer with your

own information.

Speaking School and work
A Pair work Read the list. Add one set of questions about school or work.
Then ask and answer the questions with a partner.
• What's your favorite class? Are you learning anything interesting?
• Do you have a job? If so, what do you do?
• Are you studying for any exams? Do you study alone or with others?
• What job do you want someday? Are you doing anything to prepare for it?
• Why are you studying English? What do you hope to do in this class?

•

_ _ _ _ _ _ _____ ? ___________ ?

B Group work

Share any interesting information from Part A.

Keep talking!
Go to page 123 for more practice.
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5

••

You're not allowed to . ..
Interactions
A

Do you always follow rules? Do you ever break rules? If so, when?

B 11111>» Listen to the conversation. What can students do in the class?
Then practice the conversation.
Justin: Excuse me. Do you mind if
I sit here?
Fei: Not at all. Go ahead.
Justin: Thanks. I'm Justin, by the way.
Fei: Hi. I'm Fei. Are you new in
this class?
Justin: Yeah. Today is my first day. Hey,
can we drink coffee in class?
Fei: No. You can't eat or drink in class.
It's one of the rules.
Justin: Really? Good to know.
Fei: Oh, and there's another rule. You
have to turn off your cell phone.
Justin: OK. Thanks for letting me know.
Fei: Sure. Do you want to be my
language partner today? We can
choose our speaking partners in
this class.
Justin : OK. Thanks.

C 11111>)) Read the expressions below. Complete each box with a similar expression from
the conversation . Then listen and check your answers.

Expressing prohibition

Expressing obligation

You can't ...
You're not allowed to .. .
You're not permitted to . . .

You need to .. .
You must .. .

D Pair work Look at the common signs. Say the rules. Take turns.

"You're not permitted to use cell phones."
6
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Listening First day at work
A _.i))

Listen to Joel's co-workers explain the office rules on his first day at work.
Number the pictures from 1 to 6.

a

B _.i)) Listen again. -Write the office rules.
1. - - - - - - -- - - - - - - 2. - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -

4. - -- - - - - - - - -- - - 5. - - - - - - - - - - - -- --

3. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

6. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Speaking Class rules
A

Pair work Make a list of five important rules for your class like the one below.

Class rules
1. You must raise your hand to speak.
2. You can 't send or read text messages.
5 . You have to turn off your cell phone.
4 . You 're not permitted to chew gum.
5 . You're allowed to sit anywhere you want.

B Group work Compare your list with another pair. Choose the five most
important rules.

C Class activity

Share your lists. Can you and your teacher agree on a list

of class rules?
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' My behavior
Vocabulary Feelings and emotions
A 1111>)) Match the words and the pictures. Then listen and check your answers.
a. angry
b. busy

c. hungry
d. jealous

e. lonely
f. nervous

g. scared
h. sleepy

i. thirsty
j. upset

B Pair work Why do you think the people in the pictures feel the way they do?
Discuss your ideas.

Conversation Feeling nervous
A 1111>)) Listen to the conversation. Why is Nate eating so late?
Nate: Hello?

Hi, Nate. It's Laura. Are you busy?
Not really. I'm just eating some ice cream.
Really? Why are you eating so late?
Oh, I have an exam tomorrow, and I'm kind
of nervous about it. I eat when I'm nervous.
I'm not even hungry! It's not good, I know.
Laura: Well, a lot of people eat when they're nervous.
If I'm nervous about something, I just try not
to think about it.
Nate: That's easier said than done! But what do you
do if you have a really important exam?
Laura: I study a lot, of course!
Laura:
Nate:
Laura:
Nate:

B 1111>)) Listen to the rest of the conversation. Why did
Laura call Nate?
8
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Listening Is homeschooling for you?
A -4>)) Listen to Julie and her parents discuss homeschooling. What do they like
about it, and what are their challenges? Check (./) the correct answers.

Julie's
parents

0
0
0
0
0

D

the classroom
the hours
the teachers
teaching together
choosing the curriculum
working at home

0

D
0
0
0
0

texting friends
not seeing friends in class
being in a real school
scheduling
giving grades
knowing every subject

B -4>)) Listen again. What advice do Julie and her parents give to people considering
homeschooling? Complete the chart with their advice.

J

Writing Distance education
A Pair work Read the definition of distance education. Then make a list of its
advantages and disadvantages.
Distance education is a type of education
where students work on their own at home
and communicate with teachers and other
students using email, message boards, instant
messaging, chat rooms, and other forms of
computer-based communication.

B Do you think learning English by distance education is a good idea or a bad idea?
Write a paragraph to explain your opinion. Use the model and your list from Part A.
Advantages of Distance Education
I think learning English by distance education is a very
good idea. There are many advantages. For example, students
can work at their own speed. This is good for people with fulltime jobs or people who can't go to regular classes ...

C Pair work Compare your ideas.

4

Speaking Advantages and disadvantages
A Group work What are the advantages and disadvantages of these types of
learning? Discuss your ideas.
large classes

private lessons with a tutor

studying abroad

small classes

online learning

watching movies in English

B Class activity How do you prefer to learn? What type of learning is
the most popular?
I can discuss advantages and disadvantages.
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Wrap-up
Quick pair review
Lesson A Do you remember? Cross out the word that doesn't belong.
Then write the category. You have two minutes.
algebra

~

geometry

2. _ __ _ _

art

history

world geography

3. - - - - 4. - - - --

music

art

algebra

biology

geometry

chemistry

1.

math

Lesson B Guess! Think of a place that has rules. Tell your partner things
you can and can't do there, but don't say the name of the place. Can your partner
guess it? You have two minutes.
A: You're not permitted to talk. You must turn off your cell phone.
B: /s it a library?

Lesson C Find out! What is one thing both you and your partner do in
each situation? You have three minutes.
• What do you do if you feel scared?
• What do you do if you get a phone call in class?
• What do you do if you have a lot of homework?
A: If I'm scared, I turn on the li3hts. Do you?

B: No. I lock the doors if I'm scared. Do you?
A: Yes ..

Lesson D Give your opinion! What are two advantages and two
disadvantages of taking a class online? You have three minutes.

In the real world
What is a multi-age classroom? Go online and find information in English
about one. Then write about it.
• What ages or grades are in the classroom?
• What are some advantages?
• What are some disadvantages?
A Multi -Age Classroom

At Ambuehl Elementary School, first -, second-, and
third-graders are in the same classroom. One advantage
is that younger students learn from older students.
Another advantage is that . ..

12
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Warm-up

A

Look at the pictures. Which story wou ld you like to hear? Rank them from
1 (very much) to 6 (not much).

B

Do you prefer to tell stories about yourself or hear stories about other people ? Why?
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1

What were you doing?

Vocabulary Sentence adverbs
A 11111>)) Match the pictures and the sentences. Then listen and check your answers.

3.

2.

1.

4.

__ Sadly, my cat disappeared last year.
__ Strangely, she had on a little sweater.

__ Amazingly, she came home last night.
__ Fortunately, she was very healthy.

8.

6.

__ Surprisingly, she brought it to my home.

__ Luckily, someone four:id it. .
__ Suddenly, I realized I didn't have it.

__ ~nfortunately, I lost my wp.ll~t yesterday.

B Pair work

Use sentence adverbs to describe incidents that happened to you or
people you know. Tell your partner.

"Amazin3ly, my brother passed his physics exam last week. He didn't study at all!"

2

Language in context Lights out!
A 11111>)) Listen to two people describe what they were doing when the power went out
last night. What did they do after the power went out?

I was cooking pasta when suddenly
everything went dark. Luckily, I had some
candles. I cou ldn't finish making my meal,
so I just ate cereal for dinner.

While my friends and I were watching a movie
at home, the lights went out. Unfortunately,
no one knew how the movie ended. So, we
took turns telling our own endings.

- Angela

B
14

What about you? Have you ever been in a blackout? What did you do?
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- Tetsu

J

Grammar .. i»
Use the past continuous to describe an action in progress in the past.
Angela was cooking pasta last night.

Tetsu and his friends w ere watching a movie.

Use the simple past for an event that interrupts that action in progress.
Angela was cooking pasta when everything w ent dark.
While Tetsu and his friends were watch ing a movie, the lights went out.

A

Complete the conversations with the past continuous or simple past forms of the
verbs. Then practice with a partner.
1. A: What

were

you

2. A: How _ _ _ _ _ you

doing

_ _ _ _ _ (break) your foot?

(do) last night when the storm
_ _ _ _ _ (begin)?

B: I _ _ _ __

B: Oh, I _ _ __ _ (ski).
A: Really? _ _ _ _ _ it

(use) my computer.

While I

_ _ _ _ _ (hurt)?

(write) my report,

the electricity suddenly _ _ _ __

B: Of course! But fortunately, someone
_ _ __ _ (call) an ambulance.

(go) off.
A: _ _ _ _ _ you _ _ _ __

A: That's good.

B: Yeah, and while I _ __ _ _ (wait),

(lose) your work?

B: Yeah. Unfortunately, I _ _ _ __

(bring) me

my friends

(need) to do it again.

hot chocolate.

B Pair work Ask and answer questions about what you were doing at the times below.
7:00 this morning

4

10:00 last night

4:30 yesterday afternoon

this time yesterday

Pronunciation Intonation in complex sentences
.. i)) Listen and repeat. Notice how each clause has its own intonation pattern .

--.

~

Angela was cooking pasta when everything went dark.
~

~

When everything went dark, Angela was cooking pasta.

5

Speaking Story time . _
Group work Complete a sentence below with your own idea. Your group adds
sentences with adverbs to create a story. Take turns.
• I was talking to my best friend when . . .

• I was walking down the street when .. .

• I was sleeping one night when . . .

• I was checking my messages when .. .

A: / was talkin3 to my best friend when my phone ran3.
B: Stran3ely, it was a phone number I didn't know.
C: Luckily, I answered the phone, because it was . ..

6

Keep talking!
Go to page 125 for more practice.

I can describe what was happening in the past
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Guess what!
1

Interactions
A Think about different people you know. Do you have any news about them?
B ~i)) Listen to the conversation. What news is Diana sharing?
Then practice the conversation.
Ruben:
Diana:
Ruben:
Diana:
Ruben:
Diana:

Ruben:
Diana:
Ruben:
Diana:
Ruben:

Hi, Diana. How are you?
I'm fine. Guess what!
What?
Do you remember Joe from our
photography class?
Joe? Oh, yeah. Is he OK?
Oh, he's fine. It's just that he got
into film school in Los Angeles.
He's wants to be a director.
Really? Good for him.
Yeah. I hear he really likes it.
That's fantastic!
Yeah. Hey, I need to get going.
I'm late for work.
Oh, OK. I'll call you later.

C ~i)) Read the expressions below. Complete each box with a similar expression from
the conversation. Then listen and check your answers.
Announcing news

Closing a conversation

Did you hear what happened?
You'll never guess what happened!

Listen, I've got to run.
Sorry, I have to go.

D Pair work Have conversations like the one in Part B. Use these ideas.

Your classmate Lucy Kim moved
away. She moved to Spain to
study art.

16

Your teacher Bill Jones got
married. He married his
classmate from high school.
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Your friend Pedro Garcia was
on TV. He was on a game
show and won !

2

Listening You'll never guess!
A .. >)) Listen to Michael and Wendy talk about four different people they know.
Number the people from l· to 4 in the order they talk about them . There is one
extra person.

D a classmate

D a co -worker

D a family member

D a neighbor

D a teacher

B .. >)) Listen again. Check (./) the true sentences. Correct the false ones.
1.
2.
3.
4.

0
0
0
0

Greg is graduating from middle school.
Eva bought a brand-new red car.
Mr. Landers is going to teach a new class.
Cathy is going to be in the school play.

J Speaking

Celebrity news

A Pair work Think of four famous people. What is some interesting news about
them? Complete the chart.
1.

2.

3.
4.

Guess who's
having another
babvt

true love on a
Hollywood set
Where
1

the stars
goon
vacation

B Class activity · Announce your news about the famous people to a classmate.
Then close the conversation and talk to another classmate.

C Class activity Who heard the most interesting news?
I can announce news.

I can close a conversation.
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I was really frightened!
1

Vocabulary Verbs to describe reactions
A .. >))

Match the words and the pictures. Then listen and check your answers.

a. amuse
b. challenge

c. confuse
d. disgust

e. embarrass
f. excite

g. frighten
h. interest

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

B Pair work What amuses you? challenges you? confuses you? etc.
Tell your partner.

2

Conversation Around the campfire
A .. >))

Listen to the conversation . What frightened Paul?

David: .. . and that's what was on the floor!
Jim: Yuck! That story was disgusting!
Paul: Well, listen to this. I was watching a movie at
home one night when I heard a strange noise
outside the window.
David: What did you do?
Paul: I was really frightened! I was watching a horror movie,
and I was sitting in the dark. Anyway, I walked to
the window, opened the curtains, and saw a face!
Jim: No way! That's frightening!
Paul: Not really. It was just my roommate.
David: Your roommate?
Paul: Yeah. Unfortunately, he lost his key and couldn't
get in the house. He was really embarrassed!

B .. ,)) Listen to the rest of the conversation.
How did Paul's roommate react?
18
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J

Grammar ~>>)

Participial adjectives

Use present participles (-ing) to describe
someone or something that causes
a reaction.

Use past participles (-ed) to describe
a person's reaction to someone or
something.

That story was disgusting.
The noise was really frightening .
His actions were really embarrassing.

I was disgusted by that story.
I was really frightened by the noise.
He was really embarrassed.

Circle the correct words. Then compare with a partner.
1. This short story is very@allengin])/ challenged. There's a lot of difficult vocabulary.
2. I'm really exciting/ excited to hear about your trip. Tell me all about it!
3. I liked your story, but I'm confusing/ confused by the ending. Can you explain it?
4. I think my neighbor's stories about her life are very amusing / amused .
5. I never feel frightening / frightened when people tell me ghost stories.
6. That joke wasn't funny at all. It was disgusting / disgusted.
7. That movie was boring / bored. It wasn't interesting / interested at all.
8. I'm surprising / surprised you were embarrassing / embarrassed by my story.

4

Listening Is that really true?
A

~>» Listen to Mark's story. Check (./) the two adjectives that best describe it.

D

challenging

B

~>» Listen again . Answer the questions.

O

frightening

O

disgusting

O

amusing

1. What were Mark and his friend doing in the tent? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2. What did they first hear outside the tent? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3. What did Mark's friend want to do? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4. What did the voice outside the tent say? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

5

Speaking My own experience
A

Think about your own experiences. Choose one of the topics
from the list below. Then take notes to prepare to talk about it.
an exciting day
a confusing moment

a frightening experience
an amusing situation

a challenging situation

an interesting conversation

B Pair work Tell your partner about your experience.
Ask and answer questions for more information.

6

Keep talking!
Go to page 126 for more practice.

I can tell personal stories.
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How embarrassing!
1

Reading .->>)
A

How do you react when you feel embarrassed? Do you turn red? Do you get
angry if people laugh at you?

B Read the article. Where did each person's embarrassing moment happen?

Embarrassing Experiences
By Jack Preston
Last week, Student Times reporter Jack Preston asked students, "What's the most
embarrassing experience you've ever had?" Here are five of his favorite responses.
This happened at work a few years ago. I was on an elevator, and a man got on that I didn't
know. He asked, "How are you?" I answered, "Pretty good." Then he asked, "What's new?"
and I said, "Nothing much." Finally, he turned and said, "Do you mind?" He was on his
cell phone! I was so embarrassed!
Susan

D-

I sing all the time. One time, a few years ago, I was singing in the shower when my sister
came into the bathroom and recorded me! Later, we were driving, and my sister put on
It was me! I was really embarrassed and turned bright red. - Becky
some music.

D

I fell asleep in math class once. I closed my eyes for a second, and the next thing I
remember is my teacher's voice. He was asking me a question. When I didn't answer, he
Alex
walked over to my desk. He asked the question again.

0-

My friend's parents had a birthday party for her at their new h~use last year. They had these
glass doors that went out to the backyard. We were all outside, and I had to use the
restroom. So I was running to the house and then - BAM! I hit the glass doors. I was really
Anita
confused for a minute. I thought they were open, but they were closed!

D-

When I was in middle school, I bought this cool new sweater. I wore it to a music center
the next evening, and everyone laughed at me when I came in. The sweater was inside out!
So I went into the restroom to change and came back out.
Everyone laughed at me
again. - Evan

D

C Read the article again. Write the numbers of the missing sentences in the
correct paragraphs.
1. Luckily, I knew the answer.
2. Fortunately, the doors opened, and I got off.
3. Unfortunately, it was now on backwards!
4. Suddenly, she started to laugh.
5. Amazingly, I wasn't hurt at all.

20

D Pair work Whose story do you think is the most embarrassing? Discuss
your ideas.
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Writing An embarrassing moment
A Think of an embarrassing moment that happened to you or someone you know.
Answer the questions.
• When did it happen? _ _ _ _ _ _ __

• Who was there? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

• Where did it happen? _ _ _ _ _ __

• Why was it embarrassing? _ _ _ _ _ _ __

B Write a description of an embarrassing moment that happened to you or someone
you know. Use the model and your answers in Part A to help you .

Embarrassed at the Supermarket
When I was about six years old, I was at the
supermarket with my mom. She was shopping for
groceries. I wanted some candy, but my mom didn 't
want to buy me any. So, when my mother wasn 't looking,
I took some candy and put it into the cart. The problem
was that I put the candy into the wrong cart . ...

C Class activity Post your papers around the classroom. Then read the stories
and rate them from 1 (very embarrassing) to 4 (not embarrassing). Which stories are
the most embarrassing?

Speaking It happened to me!
A Imagine you are the person in one of these pictures. Take notes to prepare to
tell the story.

B Group work Tell your stories. Ask and answer questions for more information.
A: / was having dinner with a friend. We were eating pizza and drinking soda .
Suddenly, I spilled my soda on my clothes.
B: Oh, no! What did you do?

I can describe embarrassing moments.
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Wrap-up
Quick pair review
Lesson A Brainstorm! Make a list of sentence adverbs. How many do you
know? You have one minute.

Lesson B Do you remember? Complete the expressions with the correct
words to announce news and close a conversation . You have one minute.
1. Did you hear _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
2. You'll
3. Guess _ _ _ __

?

what happened!

4. Listen, I've _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ run .
5. Hey, I need to _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
6. Sorry, I _ _ _ _ _ to go.

Lesson C Test your partner! Say four present or past participles. Can your
partner use them correctly in a sentence? Take turns. You have two minutes.
A: Dis3ustin3.
B: In my opinion, hambur3ers are dis3ustin3!

Lesson D Find out! What are two things both you and your partner do when
you are embarrassed ? You have one minute.
A: When I'm embarrassed, I lau3h a lot. Do you?
B: No, I don't. I turn red, thou3h. Do you?
A: Yes, my cheeks turn red, too!

2

In the real world
Go online and find an embarrassing, interesting, or amusing story in English about a
famous person . Then write about it.
Mike's Embarrassing Moment
Mike had an embarrassing experience
at a concert. He was walking down the
stairs on stage when he tripped and fell.
Luckily, he didn 't get hurt. Actually he
got up and continued to sing! . ..

22
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A Describe the picture. What are the people doing?

B Which styles do you like? Which don't you like? Why?
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Fashion trends
1

Vocabulary Fashion statements
A 114>))

Complete the chart with the correct words. Then listen and check your answers.

a bracelet

contact lenses

dyed hair

earrings

glasses

high heels

a leather jacket

a ponytail

sandals

a uniform

Clothing

Eyewear

Hairstyles

Shoes

---

Jewelry

B Pair work Which things in Part A do you wear or have? Tell your partner.

2

Language in context Fashion history
A 114>)) Read about three fashions from the past. Who wore each fashion?
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Togas Two thousand years ago,
Roman men used to wear
sandals and a long piece of
clothing called a toga.

Wigs In the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, rich men
and women in England and
France used to wear long wigs.
Some of the wigs had ponytails.

Leather iackets In the 1950s,
many American men used to
wear leather jackets with jeans.
Before that time, most teenagers
didn't use to wear jeans.

B Do people still wear the fashions from Part A today? If so, how are they similar
or different?
24
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Grammar .. >))
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Used to

Used to refers to something that was true in the past but isn't anymore or
something that happened regularly in the past but doesn't anymore.
I used to have a black leather jacket.
Men and women in England and France used to wear long wigs.

Did you use to dye your hair?
Yes, I used to dye my hair all the time, but I don't dye it anymore.
No, I didn't use to dye my hair, but I do now.

A

Write sentences with used to (./) or didn't use to (X). Then compare with a partner.

Max used to dye his hair black.

1. Max / (./) dye his hair black
2. Carly/ (X) wear a uniform to school
3. Tina and I / (./) have ponytails
4. Britney / (./) wear the same bracelet every day
5. Roberto and Ana / (X) wear glasses
6. Kendra / (X) like leather skirts

B Pair work Complete the sentences with true information. Tell your partner.
1. I used to _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ as a kid, but I don't now.

2. I didn't use to _ _ _ __ ____ , but some of my friends did.
3. Lots of people used to

4

, but they don't now.

Pronunciation Used to and use to
'4>)) Listen and repeat. Notice how used to and use to sound the same.
/yusta/
I used to wear a uniform .

5

/yusta/
I didn't use to dye my hair, but I do now.

Speaking Past and present
A Pair work Read the list. Add two more questions about style and
fashion . Then interview your partner. Take notes.
• What kind of clothing did you use to wear?
• What kind of hairstyles did you use to have?
• What's something you didn't use to wear but do now?

•
•
B Pair work Tell another classmate any interesting information about your
partner's style and fashion.

Keep talking!
Student A go to page 127 and
Student B go to page 128 for more practice.

I can ask about and describe past fashions.
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Interactions
A

Shopping questions

Where do you like to shop for clothes? What kinds of clothes do you like?

B 114>)) Listen to the conversations. What size does Jenny want?
Then practice the conversations.
Excuse me.
Yes?
Where are the raincoats?
They're on the second floor,
in Outerwear.
Jenny: Thank you.

Jenny:
Salesclerk 1:
Jenny:
Salesclerk 1:

Jenny: Excuse me.
Salesclerk 2: Can I help you?
Jenny: Yes. Does this come in a
medium?
Salesclerk 2: I believe so. Let's see . ...
Yes, here you go.
Jenny: Thank you.
Salesclerk 2: If you want to try it on, the
fitting rooms are over there.

C 114>)) Read the expressions below. Complete each box with a similar expression from
the conversations. Then listen and check your answers.
Asking where things are

Asking for an alternative

Where can I find the ... ?
Could you tell me where the ... are?

Do you have this in ... ?
Can I get this in . . . ?

D Pair work Have conversations like the ones in Part B. Use these items.

26
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Listening Shopping for clothes
A _.>))

Listen to four customers shopping in a clothing store. Number the items they
discuss from 1 to 4. There are two extra items.

D

D

D

D

D

D

B '4>)) Listen again. Does each customer ask the salesclerk for the location or an
alternative of the item? Write L (location) or A (alternative).
1.

2.

3.

4.

Speaking In a department store
Group work Role-play the situation. Then change roles.

c?

Student A: You are a salesclerk in a department store. Student B is shopping for a
particular item. Direct Student B to the correct section of the store. Use
the picture to help you.
Student B: You are shopping in a department store. Students A and C are
salesclerks. Ask Student A where a particular clothing item is. Then ask
Student C for a different item.
Student C: You are a salesclerk in a department store. Student B is shopping for a
particular item in your section of the store. Help Student B get a
different item.
A: Good afternoon. Can I help you?

B: Yes. Where can I find women's shoes?
A: On the second floor, in Footwear.

I can ask where something is in a store.
I can ask for a specific product.
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i

The latest look

Vocabulary Clothing styles
A .. ,)) Write the correct adjectives to describe the clothing. Then listen and check
your answers.
fashionable
v'flashy
glamorous
old-fashioned

flashy_

1.

2.

3.
4.

@]

ft:

retro
tacky
trendy
v'weird

5. -~w~e~in~
d__
6. - - - - 7. - - - - -

8. - - - - -

B Pair work

5

Which styles do you like? Which don't you like? Why? Tell your partner.

Conversation People-watching
A .. ,))

Listen to the conversation . What does Ryan think
of the man's tie?

Ryan: Look at that woman's jacket!
Jill: Wow! It's pretty flashy. I definitely think she's
someone who likes to stand out in a crowd.
Ryan: I know what you mean. I like clothes which
don't attract a lot of attention.
Jill: Really?
Ryan: Yeah . I usually shop for clothes that are simple
and inexpensive. Hey, check out that guy's
tie. Talk about old -fashioned!
Jill: Do you think so? Actually, I think it's pretty
fashionable . It's kind of retro.
Ryan: Well, I'd never wear anything like that.

B .. ,))

Listen to the rest of the conversation.
How does Jill describe her style?
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J Grammar ~i»

- Defining~_relat~Y.e ·clauses.. ,. -~

Defining relative clauses specify which or what kind of people or things you are describing.
Use that or who for people.

Use that or which for things.

I'm a person that loves flashy clothes.

I shop for clothes that are simple and inexpensive.

She's someone who likes to stand out
in a crowd .

He likes clothes which don't attract a lot of
attention.

A Complete each sentence with that, who, or which. Then compare with a partner.
are honest with me.

1. I prefer salesclerks

rarely follows fashion.

2. I'm the kind of person
3. I hardly ever wear clothes

are trendy.
loves expensive clothes.

4 . I know someone

is a little too weird.
5. Some of my friends wear stuff
6 . I usually buy clothes
are on sale.
7. I'm someone
likes reading fashion magazines.
8 . I buy shoes

go with lots of different clothing.

B Pair work Make the sentences in Part A true for you . Tell your partner.
A: / prefer salesclerks who don't say anythin3. I know what looks 300d on me.
B: Not me. I need all the help I can 3et!

4

Speaking Thoughts on fashion
A Complete the sentences with your own ideas.
1. I really don't like clothes that are _ __ _ _

2. _ _ _ _ _ is a word which describes my
personal style.
3 . When shopping, I like friends who _ __ _ _
4 . _ _ _ _ _ is a person who always looks
fashionable.

5. I think _ _ _ _ _ is a color that looks good
on me.
6. A _ _ _ _ _ is something that I never wear.

7.

is a designer who's very popular now.

B Group work Compare your ideas. Ask and answer
questions for more information.
A: / really don't like clothes that are expensive.
B: Really? I only like expensive clothes!
C: / like clothes that are comfortable.

5

Keep talking!
Go to page 129 for more practice.
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Views on fashion
1

Reading .. >))
A

What's in style these days? Do you like the current fashions for men and women?

B

Read the article. What is the survey about? Who took it, and where are they from?

FAVORITE FASHIONS
Image is important to many people, but what do men and women really think of each
other's fashion choices? What do people actually think looks good on the opposite sex?
An equal number of male and female university students in southern California recently
answered some questions about fashion. Here are the results.

WHAT THE GIRLS SAID

WHAT THE GUYS SAID

What's the best color on a guy?
50% Black
25% White
25% Whatever matches his eyes

What's the best color on a girl?
40% Red
35% White
25% Black

What footwear looks the best on a guy?
60% Flip-flops
25% Dress shoes
15% Skater shoes

What footwear looks the best on a girl?
45% High heels
30% High-top sneakers
25% Flip-flops

What should a guy wear on a first date?
80% Jeans, a nice shirt, and a jacket
15% Shorts, a T-shirt, and flip-flops
5% A shirt, a tie, and nice pants

What should a girl wear on a first date?
60% Jeans and a classy top
25% A black dress
15% A short shirt and skirt

Source: Adapted from San Diego State University's student newspaper, The Daily Aztec.

C

Read the article again. Are the sentences true or false? Write T (true) or F (false).

1. Fifty percent of the girls think a bright color looks best on a guy. _ _
2. Girls like nice dress shoes on guys more than skater shoes. _

_

3. Most girls think a guy should wear flip-flops on a first meating. _ _
4. Guys think white is the best color on a girl. _ _
5. Guys like sneakers more than flip -flops on girls. _

_

6. Most guys think girls should wear a black dress on a first meating. _ _

D Pair work
30

Do you agree with the survey results? Why or why not? Discuss your ideas.
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Listening An interview with Eduardo
A .. >))

Listen to an interview with Eduardo, a fashion designer. Number
the questions from 1 to 5 in the order you hear them.

D Are high heels old-fashioned? __
D Should belts and shoes be the same color?
D Does black go with everything? __
D Is it OK for men to wear earrings? - D Can guys wear pink? __
B .. >)) Listen again. How does Eduardo answer each
question? Write Y (yes) or N (no).

C Do you agree with Eduardo's opinions? Why or why not?

Writing and speaking Class survey
A Group work Create a survey with four questions about fashion and style.
Use the topics below or your own ideas.
cool places to shop
current clothing styles
current hairstyles
popular brands

popular colors
the latest gadgets
trendy accessories
unpopular colors

Fashion Survey
1. What color is popular right now?
2. What 's the most popular brand of jeam;?
3. Where is a cool place to buy jewelry?
4. What gadget does everyone want now?

B Class activity Ask and answer the questions in your surveys. Take notes.

C Group work Share and summarize the results.
Our Class Survey Results
Most people think blue is popular right now. Red was second and
green was third. Only a few people think black, orange, or purple are
popular. Only one person thinks yellow is popular.
The most popular brand ofjeans is Sacco. A lot of people have
these. Next was a brand called Durango. These were the only two
brands that people mentioned.
Over half of the people in class think Glitter is a cool place to
buy jewelry. Some people think the best place to buy jewelry is
from people who sell it on the street. Two people . . .

D Class activity Share your most interesting results. Do you agree
with the answers you heard? Give your own opinions.

~

n ask and talk about current fashions.
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Wrap-up
Quick pair review
Lesson A Do you remember? Cross out the word that doesn't belong. Then
write the category. You have two minutes.
1.

high heels

sandals

glasses

2.

a bracelet

contact lenses

earrings

3.

dyed hair

a uniform

a ponytail

4.

a uniform

high heels

a leather jacket

5.

glasses

contact lenses

earrings

Lesson B Brainstorm! Make a list of three ways to ask where something is
and three ways to ask for an alternative. You have two minutes.

Lesson C Test your partner! Say each pair of sentences. Can your partner
make them into one sentence with which or who? You have two minutes.
Student A

Student B

1. I'm a trendy person. I don't like
old-fashioned clothes.
2. I usually wear glasses. They aren't glamorous.

1. I usually wear hats. They are weird.

3. Julie shops for stuff. It is affordable.

2. I know someone. She likes flashy
bracelets.
3. Kyle is a guy. He wears tacky clothes.

· A: I'm a trendy person. I don't like old-fashioned clothes.
B: I'm a trendy person who doesn't like old-fashioned clothes.

Lesson D Find out! What are two colors that both you and your partner think
are good for girls to wear? What are two colors you both think are good for guys to
wear? You have two minutes.
A: / think pink is a 300d color for 3irls to wear. Do you?
B: No, but I think purple is a 300d color. Do you?
A: Yes.

In the real world
What clothes used to be trendy? Go online and find examples of trendy clothes from
one decade in the past. Then write about them .

1950s

1960s

1970s

1980s

1990s

Trende in the 1980s
Leg warmers used to be trendy in the
1980s. fight jeans used to be popular, too.
Women used to .. .
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A

Describe the pictures. What are the people doing?

B Check(./) the two most interesting activities. Have you ever done them?
If not, would you like to try them?
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Have you ever been on TV?
Vocabulary Experiences
A 1111>)) Complete the phrases with the correct words. Then listen and check
your answers.
an award
a bone

a famous person

.l'in a play

1. act inaplay

on TV

to a new city

seasick

your phone

2. be _ _ __ _ _

5. lose _ __ _ __ 6. meet _ __ _ _

3. break _ _ _ __

4. get _ __ _ __

7. move _ _ _ __

8. win _ _ _ _ __

B Pair work Which experiences in Part A are good to have?
Which are not good to have? Discuss your ideas.
"tq good to win an award. It's not good to get seasick."

Language in context A local hero
A 1111>)) Read Brian's online chat with some friends. Why is Brian excited?
000
Brian: You 'll never believe what happened! I'm going
to be on the TV news tonight! My first time!
Jill: You're kidding! Why?
Brian: It's a surprise. You have to watch. Have you
ever been on TV?
Jill: No, I haven't. One of my friends is an
actress, though, and I've seen her on TV a
couple of times.

Hideo~ I've never been on TV, but my sister Kumiko
has been on TV lots of times. She's a
TV reporter!

B What about you? Would you like to be on TV? Why or why not?
34
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Grammar .. ,»
Use the present perfect to describe events or experiences that happened at an
unspecified time in the past. Use have / has and the past participle of the verb.
Has your sister ever been on TV?
Have you ever seen a friend on TV?
Yes, I have.
Yes, she has.
No, I haven't.
No, she hasn't.
Use frequency expressions with the present perfect to give more information.
I've never been on TV.

My sister has been on TV lots of times.

A

Complete the conversations with the present perfect forms
of the verbs. Then practice with a partner.

.. ,» Regular past participles

1. A: _ _ _ _ _ you ever _ _ _ _ _ (be) to another

act
chat
try

country?

B: Yes, I _ _ _ _ _ . I _ _ _ _ _ (be) to Canada.
2. A:

you ever

B: Yes, I
3. A:

.I
you ever

B: No, I

. Luckily, I

(eat) sushi?
(have) it many times.
(lose) your wallet?
never

_ __ _ _ (lose) it.
4. A: _ _ _ _ _ your best friend ever _ _ _ _ _ (call)
you in the middle of the night?

B: No, she _ _ _ _ _ . But I _ _ _ _ _ (do) that to

Ask and answer the questions in Part A.
Answer with your own information.

-------

acted
chatted

tried

Irregular past participles
be
break
do
eat
go
have
lose
meet
see
win

her once or twice!

B Pair work

--

been
broken
done
eaten
gone
had
lost
met
seen
won

Turn to page 151 for a list of
more past participles.

Speaking Yes, I have!
A

Complete the questions with your own ideas. Then check (./) the things you've
done, and write how often you've done them.

Have you ewr ... ?

Me

eaten

D
D
D
D
D
D

been
seen
had
won
met

Name:
D
D
D
D
D
D

Name:

D
D
D
D
D
D

B Group work Interview two classmates. Complete the chart with their answers .
. Who has had similar experiences?

Keep talking!
Go to page 130 for more practice.

I can ask and talk about life experiences.
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What I mean is, ...
Interactions
A How often do you eat out? Do you ever cook at home?
Do you ever order takeout?

B '4>)) Listen to the conversation. How often does Sam eat out?
Then practice the conversation.
Elena: I'm getting hungry.
Sam: Me, too.
Elena: Hey, Sam, there's a great Mexican
restaurant near the school. Have
you ever tried it?
Sam: No, I haven't. Actually, I don't eat
in restaurants.
Elena: Really? Are you saying you never
go to restaurants?
Sam: Well, no, not never. I mean I just
don't eat out very often.
Elena: Why not?
Sam: I'm allergic to certain foods, like
peanuts. If I eat them, my skin
gets red and itchy.
Elena: That sounds awful!
Sam: It is!

C '4>)) Read the expressions below. Complete each box with a similar expression from
the conversation . Then listen and check your answers.

Checking meaning

Clarifying meaning

Do you mean ... ?
Does that mean ... ?

What I mean is, . ..
What I'm saying is, . . .

D Number the sentences in the conversation from 1 to 7.
Then practice with a partner.
A: What? Do you mean you never eat pizza?
A: I see. So, when can I come over for homemade pizza?

_ 1_

A: I feel a little hungry.
A: Have you ever been to Pizza Palace? We can go there.

B: So do I.
B: No, not never. What I mean is, I usually make it myself.
B: Actually, I never go to fast-food places.
36
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2

Pronunciation Contrastive stress in responses
A '4>)) Listen and repeat. Notice how the stressed words emphasize contrast.
Are you saying you never go to restaurants?
Well, not never. I mean I just don't eat out very often.

B Pair work Practice the conversation in Exercise 1D again. Stress words to
emphasize contrast.

J

Listening Why not?
A '4>)) Listen to four conversations about habits and preferences. Correct the
false information.

never
1. Danielle e#en- goes to hair salons.

3. Jessica always walks to school.

2. Todd loves going to the beach.

4. Mitch never rents DVDs.

B '4>)) Listen again. How do the people explain their habits and preferences?
Check (./) the correct answers.
1. Danielle's explanation :

0 She finds it too expensive.
0 Her sister cuts her hair.
0 She cuts her own hair.

D
0

4

D
D

She doesn't have a driver's license.
She prefers to walk for the exercise.

4. Mitch's explanation:

2. Todd's explanation:

0

3. Jessica's explanation:
D The school is only five minutes away.

It's not easy to get there.
He doesn't know how to swim.

0 The movie theater is too far away.

He doesn't like to be in the sun .

0 He prefers to watch DVDs at home.

D

He thinks tickets are too expensive.

Speaking Unusual habits
A Write four statements about any unusual or interesting
habits and behaviors you have. Use the questions to help
you, or think of your own ideas.
• Is there a food you eat all the time?
• Is there a place you never go?
• Is there someone you talk to every day?
• Is there something you never do?
• Is there an expression you say all the time?
1. - - -- - - -- - - - - - --

3. - - -- - -- - - -- - - - -

2. - -- - - - - - - -- - - - -

4. - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

B Pair work Tell your partner about each habit or behavior. Your partner checks
the meaning, and you clarify it. Take turns.
A: / eat chocolate all the time.

B: Does that mean you eat it every day?
A: Well, no, not every day. I mean I have chocolate
several times a week.

I can check and clarify meaning.
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Life experiences
Vocabulary Fun things to do
A ~>))

Match the phrases and the pictures. Then listen and check your answers.

a. climb a mountain

c. go camping

b. eat in a fancy
restaurant

d. go to a spa

e. go whale-watching
f. ride a roller coaster

g. try an exotic food
h. try an extreme
sport

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

B Pair work Have you ever done the fun things in Part A? Tell your partner.

Conversation A fancy restaurant
A ~>))

Listen to the conversation. Do you think Alice will
order frog legs?

Alice: Wow! This place is nice!
Emma: Have you ever eaten in a fancy
restaurant before?
Alice: Yes, I have. I've eaten in a few expensive
restaurants, but this place is amazing.
Emma: You can try a lot of exotic food here, and
all of their dishes are excellent. Oh, look.
Tonight's special is frog legs.
Alice: Frog legs? Umm, I don't know....
Emma: Have you ever tried them?
Alice: No, I haven't. But my brother tried them
once a few years ago.
Emma: Did he like them?
Alice: I don't think so. He got sick later that night.

B

~>» Listen to the rest of the conversation.

What do Alice and Emma order?
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Grammar '4>))
Use the present perfect to describe events or experiences at an unspecified
time in the past.
Have you ever eaten in a fancy restaurant?
Yes, I have. I've eaten in a few expensive restaurants.

Use the simple past to describe events or experiences that happened
at a specific time in the past.
Have you ever tried frog legs?
No, I haven't. But my brother tried them once a few years ago.

Did he like them?
I don't think so. He got sick later that night.

A

Complete the conversations with the present perfect or simple past forms
of the verbs. Then practice with a partner.
1. A: _ _ _ _ _ you ever _ _ __ _

B: No, I
2. A: _ _ __ _

. But I

(see) a whale ?
always _ __ __

you _ _ __ _

(want) to.

(do) anything fun last weekend?

B: Yes, I _ _ _ _ _ . I _ _ _ _ _ (go) camping with my sister.
3. A: _ _ _ __ you ever _ _ _ _ _ (eat) in a fancy restaurant?
B: Yes, I _ _ _ _ _ . I _ _ _ _ _ (go) to Lucia's last year.
4. A: What extreme sports _ _ _ _ _ you _ _ _ _ _ (try) ?
B: I
_ _ _ _ __ _ _

(not / try) any. But my sister
(go) skydiving once!

5. A: What _ _ __ _ you _ __ __
8: My friend and I

(do) on your last vacation?

(go) to a spa.

B Pair work Ask and answer the questions in Part A. Answer with your
own information .

4

Speaking Is that true?
A

Write two true sentences and one false sentence about
interesting life experiences you've had.

1. - -- - -- -- - -- - - - - - 2. - - -- -- -- -- - - - -- - 3 . - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - --

8 Group work Share your sentences. Your group
asks you questions and guesses the false sentence.
Take turns.
A: I've been to a wrestling match.
8: Really? Who did you go with?

5

Keep talking!
Go to page 131 tor more practice.

r,;;;,n describe details of my experiences.
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What a life!
1

Reading .-,»
A

What do you think an astronaut's life is like? What do people need to do or know to
become astronauts?

B Read the interview. According to Dr. Pettit, what's the most exciting
thing he's experienced?
/-

THE LIFE OF AN
ASTRONAUT
.
/

Dr. Donald Pettit is a NASA astronaut.
Interviewer: I'm sure people ask you this question all of the time,
Dr. Pettit, but I have to ask it: Have you ever been
to space?

Dr. Pettit:

Interviewer:
Dr. Pettit:
Interviewer:
Dr. Pettit:
Interviewer:
Dr. Pettit:
Interviewer:

Yes, I have. I was a crew member of Expedition 6, and I
spent five and a half months at the International
Space Station. We call it the ISS.
How many times have you gone up on the
space shuttle?
I've ridden the space shuttle to the 155 twice.
And what was the best part about being in space?
Being able to float. It was the worst part, too.
Have you visited any other interesting places while
working for NASA?
Well, I lived in Russia for about two years while I was
training to fly to the 155. I've also been to Antarctica.
Not many people can say that! I understand that
you like to work with tools. Have you ever
invented anything?

Dr. Pettit:

Yes. During my second trip into space, I made a
special coffee cup so we could drink in space, much
like we do here on earth. I just couldn't get used to
drinking coffee out of a small bag through a straw!

Interviewer:

I don't think I could get used to that, either. But why
did you have to drink coffee that way before?

Dr. Pettit:
Interviewer:
Dr. Pettit:
Interviewer:

Without the bag or my special cup, the coffee floats in space, too.
Of course! Well, you've accomplished so much, Dr. Pettit. Considering all of it,
what's the most exciting thing that you've experienced?
Seeing the birth of my twin boys.
Wow, what a life! Thanks so much for sharing, Dr. Pettit.

C

Read the interview again. What things has Dr. Pettit done? Check (.I ) the
correct answers.

D walked on the moon
D traveled to Antarctica

D
D

been to the ISS
had twin daughters

D
D

ridden the space shuttle
invented something

D Pair work

Would you like to travel to space? Why or why not?
What would be the most interesting thing about it? Discuss your ideas.
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Listening A memorable life
A Ill>»

Listen to Leo ask his grandmother about her life. Number the questions
from 1 to 5 in the order that you hear them .

D When did you meet Grandpa? _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
D What's something interesting you've done? _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __
D Where else have you lived? _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
D Where were you born? _______ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
D Have you been back? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
B 1111>»

Listen again. Write the grandmother's answers to the questions in Part A.

J Writing and speaking

Interesting people, places, or things

A Choose one of the topics. Answer the questions.
Questions

Topics
A close friend I've had

Who is your friend?
How exactly did you meet?
Is this person your friend now? Why or why not?

A spec ial place I've been

Where is this place?
What made this place so spec ial?
Have you ever been back? Why or why not?

An interesting thing I've done

What did you do?
How did you feel after doing it?
Would you like to do it again? Why or why not?

B Write a paragraph about your topic. Use the model and your
answers in Part A to help you .
My Friend Lucas
I've had several good friends, but one that was
very special to me was my friend Lucas. He moved
into the house next door when I was eight. We
became good friends . We walked to school together
and always played together at his house. He had a
great bike, and I used to ride it. He moved to another
city after a year. I've tried to find him on line, but
haven't had any luck. I . ..

C Pair work Read your partner's paragraph. Write five questions
to get more information.

D Pair work

Ask and answer your questions.

"So, tell me, why did you become friends? "
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Wrap-up
Quick pair review
Lesson A Find out! What is one place both you and your partner
have been ? one food you both have tried? one movie you both have seen?
You have two minutes.
A: I've been to the art museum downtown. Have you?
B: No, I haven't. I've been to our university library. Have you?
A: Yes, I have.

Lesson B Do you remember? What can you say to clarify meaning?
Check (,/) the correct answers. You have one minute.

D What I mean
D What time is
0

D I didn't use to ...
D I mean .. .
D I used to go .. .

is, . . .

. .. ?
What I'm saying is, .. .

Lesson C Brainstorm! Imagine you and your partner are going on vacation
together. Make a list of eight fun things to do on your trip. You have two minutes.
Lesson D Guess! Describe a memorable experience you've had, but don't say
where it was. Can your partner guess where you were? You have two minutes.

In the real world
What do you think would be a memorable vacation? Find information in
English online or in a travel magazine about one place. Then write about it.
A Vacation in Hawaii
Hawaii is a good place for a vacation . I've
always wanted to go whale-watching, and I read
that you can see whales in the Pacific Ocean
from December to early May. The best places
to see them are Maui, Molokai, and Lanai.

I've also read about Haleakala National Park
in Hawaii. A lot of people climb Mount
Haleakala. I've seen pictures of it. It looks
really beautiful. The weather is usually . . .
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Warm-up

Shanghai World Financial Center - China

Poseidon Underwater Hotel - Fiji

Grand Canyon Skywalk - U.S.

Palm Island - the U.A.E.

A

Look at the pictures. Rank the places you would like to visit from 1 (the most) to 6 (the least) .

B

Why do you want to visit your top three places?
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Older, taller, and more famous
Vocabulary Human-made wonders
A Ill>)) Label the pictures with the correct words. Then listen and check your answers.
bridge
canal

plaza

stadium

skyscraper

subway system

1. - -- - - - l

'

tower
tunnel

2 . - - - - -- -

3. -------

4. - - - - - - -

6. - - - - - - -

7. - - - - - - -

8. -------

\

\:"~"~'.·\\
f

.,

•

i

. ' %
I

\

..

5. - - - - -'

B Pair work Can you name a famous example for each word? Tell your partner.
"The Panama Canal is very famous. "

Language in context Two amazing views
A Ill>» Read the question posted on a website for visitors to New York City.
Which view does the site recommend?
~ OG

0B

~I

© G) ffi

Which is better, the view from the top of the Empire
State Building or Rockefeller Center?
Good question! The Empire State Building is older, taller, and
more famous than Rockefeller Center, so it gets more visitors.
But the lines to get to the top of Rockefeller Center aren't as
long as the lines at the Empire State Building. Tickets are more
expensive, but I think the view is better. You can see Central
Park on one side and the Empire State Building on the other!

B What about you? Where can you go in your town or city for a great view?
Have you ever been there ?
44
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Use the -er ending or more ... than with adjectives to make comparisons.
The Empire State Building is older, taller, and more famous than Rockefeller Center.

You can also use not as ... as to make comparisons with adjectives.
The lines at Rockefeller Center aren't as long as the lines at the Empire State Building.
Tickets to the Empire State Building aren't as expensive as tickets to Rockefeller Center.

Use more ... than to make comparisons with nouns.
The Empire State Building gets more visitors than Rockefeller Center.
Rockefeller Center has more observation space than the Empire State Building.

A Read the information about the Lincoln and Holland tunnels. Make comparisons with
the adjectives and nouns below. Then compare with a partner.
l,IN(~OI..N 'l'UNNEL

DOIJ.AND 'l'UNNEL

Year opened: 1937
Cars each day: 120,000
Length: 2.4 kilometers
Width: 6.5 meters
Number of traffic lanes: 6
Cost to build: $75 million

Year opened: 1927
Cars each day: 100,000
Length: 2.6 kilometers
Width: 6 meters
Number of traffic lanes: 4
Cost to build: $48 million

1. (old)

2. (cars)

The Lincoln Tunnel isn't as old as the Holland Tunnel
The Lincoln Tunnel _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3. (long)

The Holland Tunnel _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4. (wide)

The Holland Tunnel _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

5. (lanes)
6. (expensive)

The Lincoln Tunnel _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
The Lincoln Tunnel _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

B Pair work Which tunnel do you think is more crowded? Why? Discuss your ideas.

Speaking Comparisons
Pair work Complete the chart with two examples of each place. Then make
comparisons with the adjectives and nouns in the chart.

Places

Example 1

Example 2

Comparisons

citi es

people? / exciting?

stadiums

old?/ big?

skyscrapers

tall?/ modern?

universities

expensive? / students?

A: I'm sure . .. has more people than ...
B: That's ri3ht. But I think ... is more excitin3 than ...

5

Keep talking!
Student A go to page 132 and
Student B go to page 134 for more practice.
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I don't believe it!
Interactions
A What are the oldest human-made structures in your country? How old are they?
B '4>» Listen to the conversation . What question can't Rachel answer?
Then practice the conversation .
Rachel: This is pretty interesting. Look
at this.
Keith: What's that?
Rachel: I'm looking at this website about
the statues on Easter Island. It
says they've found almost 900
statues.
Keith: No way!
Rachel: Yes. Most of the statues face
inland. Only a few of them face
the sea.
Keith: When did the Easter Islanders
make them?
Rachel: Let's see ... . About 500 to 750
years ago.
Keith: They look so heavy, don't they?
Rachel: Yes, they do.
Keith: How did they move them?
Rachel: I really don't know. But let's see
if we can find out.

'

C '4>)) Read the expressions below. Complete each box with a similar expression from
the conversation . Then listen and check your answers.
Expressing disbelief

Saying you don't know

Seriously?
I don't believe it!

I have no idea.
I don't have a clue.

D Pair work Continue the conversation in Part B with these
questions and answers. Use the expressions in Part C.
How tall is the tallest statue?
Why did they stop building them?
How far is Easter Island from Chile?
Do you think you'll ever go there?
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more than 20 meters tall!
(say you don't know)
more than 3,200 kilometers!
(say you don't know)
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Pronunciation Intonation in tag questions
A .->»

Listen and repeat. Notice the falling intonation in tag questions when the
speaker expects the listener to agree or expects something to be true.
~

~

The statues look so heavy, don't they?

B Pair work

The island is beautiful, isn't it?

Practice the tag questions. Pay attention to your intonation.

1. Easter Island is part of Chile, isn't it?

4 . You've never been there, have you?

2. You read that online, didn't you?

5. We should go there, shouldn't we?

3. She wasn't sure, was she?

6. They'll probably go there, won't they?

Listening "Manhattan of the Desert"

.-i»Listen to two people talk about the city of Shibam, in Yemen.

A

Number the questions from 1 to 5 in the order you hear them.

D Is it easy to get to? _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _
D How many people live there? _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
D What's it famous for? _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _
D How high are the tallest buildings? _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
D How old is the city? _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _
B ._>))

Listen again. Answer the questions in Part A.

Speaking Did you know ... ?
A

Make a list of three interesting facts about human-made structures.

1. There used to be soccer games and bullfights
in the Plaza Mayor in Madrid, Spain.
2 . More people ride the Tokyo Metro in Japan
each year than any other subway system in
the world.
.3. The TV screen in Cowboys Stadium in Dallas,
Texas, is almost 50 meters long!
B Group work Share your interesting facts. Your group expresses disbelief and
asks questions for more information. If you don't know the answers to their questions,
say you don't know.

A: Did you know that there used to be soccer games

and bullfights in the Plaza Mayor in Madrid, Spain?
B: Bullfights? Seriously? Why is it famous?
A: I don't have a clue.

C How many questions could you answer correctly about the structures on your list?
Which classmate could answer the most questions?
I can express disbelief
I can say that I don't know something.
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World geography
1

Vocabulary Geographical features
A 1111>)) Match the descriptions and the pictures. Then listen and check your answers.
a. The largest desert in Asia is the Gobi
Desert.
b. There are about 17,000 islands in
Indonesia.
c. Siberia's Lake Baikal is the world's
deepest lake.
l.
d. The Indian Ocean covers 20% of the
earth's surface.
e. Rain forests cover almost 75% of Brunei.
f. China's Yangtze River is the longest river
in Asia.
g. Langtang Valley is one of the prettiest
valleys in Nepal.
h. The highest waterfall in India is Jog Falls.
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ 3.

4.

5.

8.

6.

7.

2.

B Pair work What's another example of each geographical feature? Tell your partner.

Conversation Welcome to Bali.
A 1111>» Listen to the conversation . When does Bali get a lot of rain?
Guide: Welcome to Bali, one of the most beautiful islands
in the world.
Sam: It's definitely the most beautiful island I've ever
visited. Is Bali the biggest island in Indonesia?
Guide: No. Actually, it's one of the smallest, but it has a lot
of people. The island of Java has the most people.
Sam: Is that right? The weather seems pretty nice right
now. Is this the best time of year to visit?
Guide: Oh, yes. It's the dry season. We get the most
sunshine this time of year. The wettest time is
from November to April.
Sam: Well, that's good. Um, what's that?
Guide: Oh. It looks like rain .

B 1111>)) Listen to the rest of the conversation.
Why is Sam visiting Bali?
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Use the-est ending or the most to express the superlative with adjectives.
The wettest time is from November to April.
Bali is the most beautiful island I've ever visited.
The dry season is the best time to visit.

Use the most to express the superlative with nouns.
Java has the most people of all the islands in Indonesia.
Bali gets the most sunshine in the dry season.

A Complete the conversation with the superlative forms of the adjectives.
Then practice with a partner.
A: I'm thinking of visiting Chile next year.

B: Great! You should try to visit my hometown, Vina del Mar.
One of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (popular) beaches in the
country is there. It's north of Santiago.
A: OK. Should I try to go to the Atacama Desert?
B: Definitely. I think it's _ _ _ _ __ ___ (beautiful)
part of the country. It's one of
(dry)
places in the world, too.
A: Cool. And how about Patagonia?
B: Well, that's in the south. Remember, Chile is
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ (long) country in the world. It takes
time to see it all.
A: When's _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ (good) time to visit?
B: Anytime is fine. But I think
(nice)
time is between November and May.

The Atacama Desert, Chile

B Pair work Make true sentences about your country with the phrases below.
the most cars

4

the most fun

the most rain

the most tourists

Speaking Tell me about it.
A

Group work Discuss your experiences in different geographical locations.

• What's the most beautiful island you've ever seen?
• What's the coldest lake, river, or ocean you've ever swum in?
• What's the highest mountain you've ever climbed?
• What's the prettiest geographical location you've ever taken a picture of?
• What's the most amazing place you've ever walked through?

B Share your information. Who has had the most interesting experience?

Keep talking!
Go to page 133 for more practice.
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Natural wonders
Reading '4>»
A

What do you think is the most amazing natural wonder in the world? Why?

B

Read the article. What are the seven wonders, and where are they?

Seven Wonders
of the Natural World
Here is a list of some of the
most fascinating places in the world.
Over five million people
visit the Grand Canyon
in the U.S. state of
Arizona every year. The
breathtaking landscape
is 445 kilometers long,
24 kilometers wide, and
more than a kilometer
deep!

'

C

The Rio de Janeiro
Harbor in Brazil is one
of the biggest and most
amazing harbors in the
world. It has beautiful
beaches and the famous
Sugar Loaf Mountain.
The Great Barrier Reef
is not just one colorful
coral reef. It's actually
almost 3,000 of them!
Many plants and
gorgeous tropical fish
live among these reefs
off the coast of Australia.

Located in the Himalayas
on the border of Nepal
and Tibet, Mount Everest
is the highest mountain
in the world - and one of
the most dangerous to
• 1;,.~ . ...,. . ~. · \.' climb. But that doesn't
·. ~:· ·· stop people from trying
.• to get to the top of it
every year!

Have you ever heard
the crashing sound of
millions of liters of
water? The Zambezi
River between Zambia
and Zimbabwe falls 120
meters, making Victoria
Falls one of the largest
and loudest waterfalls
on the planet.

Paricutfn Volcano in
Mexico is more than 300
meters high, but it used
to be a flat cornfield. In
1943, people saw the
earth steam and crack. It
grew into a new volcano
in just two years!

The Northern Lights
are exactly what their
name suggests: bright,
flashing lights of
amazing shapes and
colors in the northern
sky. The North Pole has
the best view of them.

Read the article again. Complete the sentences with the correct natural wonders.

1. _ _ _ _ _ __

has beautiful beaches.

4 . _ _ _ _ ____ formed in two years.

5. _ _ _ _ _ __ _ change in shape and color.
2. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is a very loud waterfall.
3 . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is over a kilometer deep. 6. ________ is off a country's coast.

D Pair work

Rank the natural wonders from 1 (most amazing)
to 7 (least amazing). Then compare answers.
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Listening The Great Barrier Reef
A _.>))

Listen to a guide talk to two tourists at the Great Barrier Reef.
Which statements surprise the tourists? Check (./) the correct answers.

D The Great Barrier Reef is made up of many smaller
D You can see the reef from space.
D You can see turtles near the reef.
D Global warming can make the coral appear white.

reefs.

B .->» Listen again. Answer the questions.
1. How many kinds of coral are there? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2. How does the coral look on TV? _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
3. What's the weather like today? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4. What does the guide say to do? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Writing A natural wonder
A

Think of a natural wonder in your country. Answer the questions.

• Where is it? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• What does it look like? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• What can you do there? _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
• When's a good time to go there? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

B Write a paragraph about the natural wonder. Use the model and your answers in
Part A to help you .
A Wonderful Mountain
Mount Toubkal is the highest mountain in
Morocco, and one of the prettiest. The most
popular time to visit is the summer. Many
people climb the mountain, and you can hike
it in two days. To me, the most interesting
time to visit is the winter because you can
ski. This is surprising to many people . ...

C Group work

Share your paragraphs. Can anyone add more information?

Speaking Seven wonders of my country
A Pair work Make a list of the top seven natural or human-made wonders in your
country. Why are they wonderful? Take notes.
B Class activity Share your lists and reasons. Then vote on the top seven
wonders to create one list.
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Wrap-up
Quick pair review
Lesson A Brainstorm! Make a list of human-made wonders. How many
do you know? You have one minute.
Lesson B Do you remember? Is the sentence expressing disbelief, or is it
saying you don't know? Write D (disbelief) or DK (don't know). You have one minute.
1. I have no idea.

4. I don't believe it!

2. Seriously?
3. No way!

5. I don't have a clue.
6. I really don't know.

Lesson C Test your partner! Say three comparative adjectives. Can your
partner use the superlative forms in a sentence? Take turns. You have three minutes.
A: More famous.
B: The most famous. The most famous person I've ever met is Geor3e C/ooney.

Lesson D Guess! Describe a natural wonder in your country, but don't
say its name. Can your partner guess what it is? You have two minutes.

In the real world
What are the seven wonders of the modern world? Go online or to a library,
and find information in English about the seven wonders of the modern world .
Choose one and write about it.
A Wonder of the Modern World
The Itaipu Dam is one of the seven wonders of the modern
world. It 's on the Parana River between Brazil and Paraguay.
Many people in South America depend on the dam for power
and electricity. About 40,000 workers helped construct
the dam, and it 's one of the most expensive objects ever
built. It 's also huge. In fact, it 's so big that ...
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Warm-up

A

Look at the pictures. What's happening? Do you think the man organizes his time well?

B

Do you think you organize your time well? Why or why not?
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iAbusy week
Vocabulary Commitments
A -->))

Match the words in columns A and B. Then listen and check your answers.
A

B

1. a birthday

appointment

2.
3.
4.
5.

call
interview
lesson

a business

a conference
a doctor's
a job
meeting
6. soccer
party
7. a violi~practice

B Pair work When was the last time you had each commitment?
Tell your partner.

Language in context Weekend plans
A -->»

••

Read George's plans for the weekend. Number the pictures from 1 to 8 .
My parents are arriving from out of town this weekend. I'm picking them up at the
airport on Friday night. Their flight doesn't get in until midnight. They're staying at my
place for a couple of weeks. On Saturday, I'm preparing breakfast for them . Then I
have a doctor's appointment. In the afternoon, I'm taking them for a drive around
town . In the evening, I'm starting a new part-time job. There's a new movie I want to
see on Sunday. I'm going with a friend of mine from school. It starts at 9:00 p.m., so
we're having dinner first.

011111111
B Which things in Part A do you think George will enjoy? Do you have any of the same plans?
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Use the present continuous to describe plans or intentions.
My parents are arriving from out of town this weekend.
They're staying at my place for the weekend.

Use the simple present to describe events that are on a schedule or a timetable.
I have an appointment in the morning.
The movie starts at 9:00 p.m.

A Complete the conversation with the present continuous or the simple present
forms of the verbs. Then practice with a partner.
A: What _ _ __ _ _ _ you _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (do) tonight?
B: Oh, I
(take) my sister to the airport. She _ __ _ _ _ _ (go)
to Manila. Her flight
(leave) at 9:00.
A:
you _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (do) anything tomorrow?
B: I
(have) soccer practice at 2:00.

B Pair work What are your plans after class? Tell your partner.

Listening A weekend away
A ._,)) Listen to Peter talk with his neighbor Nancy. Check (./ ) the true sentences.

5.
6.

D Nancy has a date this weekend. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
D Peter's train leaves Friday night at 8:30. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
D Peter's grandfather is turning 70. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
D Peter and Kevin are going to museums on Sunday. _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
D Peter and Kevin arrive home on Sunday evening. _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
D Peter has a job interview on Monday. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _

B

.-,»

1.
2.
3.
4.

Listen again. Correct the false sentences.

Speaking What are you doing this weekend?
A Class activity Find classmates who are going to do each thing. Write their
names and ask questions for more information.

Find someone who ... this weekend.

Name

Extra information

is going out
is planning to stay home
has a lesson or an appointment
plans to meet friends
is spending time with relatives

B Who has the most interesting plans? What are they?

Keep talking!
Go to page 135 for more practice.
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Can I take a message?
Interactions
A How many phone calls do you make in a week? Do you leave many messages?
B ~ >)) Listen to the conversation. What message does Rex leave for Jake?
Then practice the conversation.

Ben: Hello?
Rex: Hi. Can I please speak to Jake?
Ben: Um, sorry. Jake's not here right now. I think he might be at the gym .
Can I take a message?
Rex: Uh, sure. This is Rex Hanson. I'm calling about our class trip. Please tell
him that we're leaving tomorrow at 8:00, not 9:00.
Ben: OK, got it. I'll give him the message.
Rex: Great. Thanks a lot. Bye.
Ben: Good-bye.

C ~>)) Read the expressions below. Complete each box with a similar expression from
the conversation. Then listen and check your answers.
Offering to take a message

Leaving a message

Do you want to leave a message?
Would you like to leave a message?

Can you tell ... that ... ?
Could you let ... know that ... ?

D Pair work Have conversations like the one in Part B. Use these ideas.
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You're calling your friend Carrie at home,
but she's at soccer practice.

You 're calling your friend Gary at work,
but he's in a meeting .

She needs to bring her laptop to class.

The birthday party starts at 7:00, not 8:00.
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Listening Taking messages
A .. >)) Listen to four people leave phone messages. Number the
messages from 1 to 4.

MESSAGE:
She needs the _ _ _ __

D

D

Manhattan Designs
TO: Mr. Philips
FROM: Julie Kim
TIME: 2:45

sli-.ov.1.:A. co""e i.\\ .Pov- yov.v- _ _ _ _ _ c:,1.t4:'30, \\Ot->:00.
- Bet-~

for her office by

D

Paul,
Your _ _ __ _ Kurtcalled. Yourparsnt6'
anniversary party i6 at h/6 place, not your

D

MESSAGE
To: Roberto
From: Hank
Message:

_ _ _ _ _ i s cancel ed

B .. >)) Listen again. Complete the messages.

C .. >))

Listen to the people return the calls. What happens to whom?
Write M (Mr. Philips), P (Paul), R (Roberto), or S (Silvia).
1. _ _ _ gets a busy signal.

3. _ _ _ leaves a voicemail.

2. ___ gets disconnected.

4. _ __ calls the wrong number.

Speaking Role play
A Complete the chart with your own ideas.
1.

Who's the message for?
Rosario

4.

What's the message?

She needs to come
15 minutes early.
It's on Thursday, not
Tuesday. It's still at 4:00.
It starts at 10:00 p.m.

soccer practice
the meeting

2.

3.

What's the message about?

Jennifer
the job interview

5.

B Pair work Role-play the phone conversations. Then change roles.
Student A: Call the people in the chart. They can't talk,
so leave messages for them .
Student B: Answer the phone. Explain why the people
can't talk, and offer to take messages
for them .

/ can offer to take a message.
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Can you do me a favor?
Vocabulary Favors
A .. >)) Match the phrases and the pictures. Then listen and check your answers.
a. check my homework
b. feed my cat

c. get my mail
d . give me a ride

2.

1.

5.

e. help me with my resume
f . lend me some money

3.

4.

7.

8.

B Pair work Who might you ask to do each thing in Part A? Discuss your ideas.
a child

a classmate

a friend

a neighbor

a parent

a teacher

Conversation Is that all?
A -->)) Listen to the conversation. What things does Kate ask Ruth to do for her?
Ruth: Oh, hi, Kate. What's up?
Kate: Hi, Ruth . Listen, I'm going away this weekend .

Can you do me a favor?
Sure. What do you need?
Can you feed my cat, please?
No problem. I'll feed her. Is that all?
Well, could you please get my mail, too?
Sure. I could do that for you. I'll put it on
your kitchen table. Anything else?
Kate: If you don't mind, there's one more thing.
Ruth: What's that?
Kate: I'm getting back at 11 :00 on Sunday night.
Would you mind picking me up at the airport?

Ruth :
Kate:
Ruth:
Kate:
Ruth:

B ._>)) Listen to the rest of the conversation. Why can't Ruth pick Kate up?
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g. pick me up
h. water my plants

unit

Promises and offers
No problem. I'll feed her.
Sure. I'll put it on your kitchen table.
All right. I won't be late. I promise.
No, I don't mind. I'll be there.

Requests
Can you feed my cat, please?
Could you please get my mail?
Would you pick me up at the airport?
Would you mind picking me up at the airport?

A

Match the requests and the responses. Then practice with a partner.

1. Can you lend me your car tonight? _ _

a. Sure. I'll look at it after I help Michael.

2. Ms. Smith, would you check my

b. No problem. I'll do it on Saturday.

c. Not at all. What time?

homework, please? _ _
4. Would you mind feeding my fish? _ _

d. I guess so. I'll give you the keys after I pick up
Rachel from school.

5. Could you water my plants this

e. Yeah, sure. I'll be at your house at 10:00.

3 . Can you give me a ride to class? _ _

f.

weekend?

No, I don't mind. I'll feed them after work.

6. Would you mind picking me up at
the mall?

B Pair work

Ask and answer the questions in Part A. Answer with your
own offer or promise.

Pronunciation Reduction of could you and would you
A

Ill>)) Listen and repeat. Notice how could you and would you are sometimes
pronounced /kud3a/ and /wud3a/.

Could you please get my mail?

Would you pick me up at the airport?

B Pair work

Practice requests with could you, would you, and the phrases from
Exercise 1. Reduce could you and would you.

Speaking Unfavorable favors
A

Think of three favors to ask your classmates. Use the ideas
below or your own ideas. Be creative!

feed my pet snake
check my homework
help me clean my room

lend me some money
lend me your cell phone
make my lunch

B Class activity Find three different classmates to do
the favors for you. If you decline a request, make an excuse.
If you accept a request, make an offer or a promise.

6

Keep talking!
Go to page 136 for more practice.

r-1can make requests, promises, and offers.
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1

Time management
A

Do you have a busy schedule? What's the busiest day of your week?

1. Write things down.

6. Think before you act.

Don't try to remember every detail. This can
cause information overload. Make a list so
you don't forget what you have to do.

Don't always agree to do something right
away. Think about it before you answer. You
don't want to commit to too much.

2. Put your list in order.

7. Continuously improve yourself.

Put the most important things in your list at
the top. This helps you spend time on the
things that matter most.

Make time to learn new things and develop
your natural talents. Try to improve your
knowledge and skills.

3. Plan your week.

8. Identify bad habits.

Spend some time at the beginning of each
week to plan your schedule. All you need is
15 to 30 minutes each week.

Make a list of bad habits that are wasting
your time and slowing your success. Then
work on them one at a time.

4. Carry a notebook.

9. Don't do other people's work.

You never know when you'll have a great
idea. Carry a small notebook with you so you
can write down your thoughts.

Are you in the habit of doing other people's
work? This can take up a lot of time. Think
about your own goals. Leave some things for
other people to do.

5. Learn to say no.
Many people say yes when they should
say no. Say no when you need to. Then
you 'll have time to spend on more
important things.

10. Don't try to be perfect.
Some things don't need your best effort.
Learn the difference between more
important and less important jobs.

C Read the article and the statements below. What's the best time-management tip
for each person to follow? Write the number of the tip.
1. "I often make decisions quickly. Then, of course, I'm sorry I made them." _ _
2. " I'm always forgetting things. My memory is terrible. It's embarrassing!" _ _
3. "I spend too much time on tasks that don't matter." _ _
4. "I find excuses to avoid doing my own work. I shouldn't do that, but I do." _ _
5. "I always agree to things when I know I shouldn't. I feel like I need to say yes! " _ _
6. " I want everything I do to be the best it can be." _ _

D Pair work

Which tips do you think are very useful? not very useful? Why?
Discuss your ideas.
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Writing Tips for success
A Group work

Choose one of the topics below or your own idea. What tips for
success can you think of? Discuss your ideas and make a list of your tips.

how to find more time for family
how to make and keep friends

how to remember important things
how to study better

B Group work Create a poster with the most
useful t ips. Write a short paragraph for each tip.

..!!QYU.Q...DEVELOP BE'l'.TER STUDY HABITS
1. Take regular breaks.

C Class activity

Present your tips for
success. Ask and answer questions for
more information .

It's important to take breaks. Get up and
stretch, go for a walk, or call a friend for a
chat. You'll feel ready for more!

2. Listen to music.
Listen to relaxing music. Th is helps you ...

Speaking Time management interview
A Pair work

Interview your partner. Check ( ./) his or her answers.

Are you overdoing things?

Do

••• ?

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

get nervous when you have to wait
feel like you do things too quickly
often do two or more th ings at once
feel bad when you 're not working or studying
feel like th ings don't move fast enough for you
forget important events, like birthdays
get angry in situations you can 't control
get bored easily when you're not working or studying
get angry when you make small mistakes
make big decisions before you get all the facts

B Pair work Score your partner's answers.
never. Tell your partner the results.

Add 2 for

SometiMes

New,

0
0
0
0
0
0
D
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

often, 1 for sometimes,

and O for

13-20 You're overdoing it.

7-12 You're overdoing it a little.

0-6 You're not overdoing it.

You probably already know
you're too busy. Take a deep
breath and slow down.

You're doing well, but try not
to do too much. Make sure
you make time for yourself.

Congratulations! You are
managing your time well.
Keep it up!

C

Pair work Are you overdoing it? If so, what time -management tips can help ?
Discuss your ideas.

I can discuss ways to manage time effectively.
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Wrap-up
Quick pair review
Lesson A Find out!

What are two commitments both you and your
partner have next month? You have two minutes.

A: I'm 3oin3 to a conference for work next month. Are you?
B: No, I'm not, but I have a dentist's appointment next month. Do you?
A: ...

Lesson B Brainstorm!

Make a list of three ways to offer to take a
message and three ways to leave one. You have two minutes.

Lesson C Do you remember?

Match the requests and the responses.

You have two minutes.
1. Could you water my plants for me? _ _

a. OK. I'll call your cell phone.

2. Would you mind giving me a ride to work? _ _

b. Sure. I'll water them.

3. Can you feed my dog, please? _ _

c. Yes. I'll bring my books so we can study.

4. Could you please call me back at 4:00? _ _

d. Yeah, I'll do that. What does he eat?

5. Can you meet me in the library tomorrow? _ _

e. No problem. I'll pick you up at 8:00.

Lesson D Give your opinion! What three tips can you give someone
who is always late for class ? Decide together. You have two minutes.

In the real world
What are some tips for success? Go online and find tips in English about one
of these topics or your own idea. Then write about them.
how to get rich
how to improve your pronunciation

how to make a good first impression
how to write a good resume

How to Save Money
It 's important to save money every month.
One way to save money is to turn off the
lights when you aren 't using them, because
electricity is expensive. Another way to save
money is to cook at home more often. Food
can be very expensive, especially if you eat
out a lot. You should look for coupons in
newspapers. Also, ...
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You're extremely curious.
1

Vocabulary Personality traits
A .. ,))

Match the adjectives and the sentences. Then listen and check your answers.

1. adventurous

a. I'm interested in learning about people and things around me.

2. ambitious

b. I'm friendly, and I like people.

3. careful

c. I set high goals for myself.

4. curious

d. I look on the bright side of things.

5. easygoing _ _
6. optimistic _ _

e. I do things slowly and with attention to detail.
f.

7. outgoing _ _

g. I am relaxed, and I don't worry about little things.

8. stubborn

h. I love trying new, exciting activities.

I don't like to change my mind.

B Pair work Describe people you know with each personality trait.
Tell your partner.

"My baby brother is very curious about the world. He wants to touch everythin8."

2

Language in context Are you a believer?
A .. ,))

Read the personality descriptions. Underline the positive personality traits, and
circle the negative ones.

Are you
adventurous?
Answer t en questions
in th is quick personality
test to find out just how
adventurous you are!
Click here to begin.

Year of the Monkey
Born in years 1968, 1980, 1992,
and2004
You're extremely curious and
outgoing. You solve problems
well, but you can be stubborn
about some things.

a

Personality Test Results

Your Birth Order

Your score: 13
You're very adventurous,
but you're not a very careful
person. Try not to make
decisions quickly. Take time
to consider your options
seriously.

As the first-born child in
your family, you are a natural
leader. You're pretty ambitious
and like to work hard. However,
you don't work well without
direction.

B What about you? Do you believe the things in Part A can tell you about your
personality? Why or why not?
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Grammar .->))
Adverbs that modify verbs go after the verb or
the verb and its object.

Adverbs that modify adjectives come before
the adjectives.

~

~

You don't work well without direction.

You're pretty ambitious.

...----......

~

You're extremely curious and outgoing.

Try not to make decisions quickly.

Turn to page 152 for a list of adjective and adverb formations.

A

Add the adverbs to the sentences. Then compare with a partner.

slowly
1. I move"in the morning. (slowly)
2. I'm serious about my studies. (really)
3. I choose my words. (carefully)
4. I arrive at important meetings. (early)
5. My friends are important to me. (extremely)
6. I work in large groups. (well)
7. I'm optimistic about the future. (very)
8. It's easy for me to share my feelings. (fairly)

B Pair work

Which sentences in Part A are true for you? Tell your partner.

Speaking My true self
A Pair work

Interview your partner and ask questions for more information.

Take notes.

Extra lnfannltian
1.

Are you very adventurous?

2.

Do you make new friends easily?

3.

Do you make decisions qu ickly?

4.

Are you really stubborn about anything?

5.

Do you work and study hard?

6.

Do you get to class early?

7.

Are you completely honest all the time?

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D

A: Are you very adventurous?
B: Yes, t think so.
A: What's the most adventurous thing you've ever done?

B Pair work

Share the most interesting information with another partner.

Keep talking!
Go to page 137 for more practice.

I can talk about personality traits.
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In my opinion, • • •
Interactions
A Do you always tell people exactly what you think? Do you sometimes
keep your opinions to yourself?

B ..J» Listen to the conversation . Whose opinion do you agree with more?
Then practice the conversation.
Fei: Have you seen Adam's new
painting?
Ralph: Yes. I saw it last weekend.
Fei: It's not very good.
Ralph: No, it's not. He asked me what I
thought of it. I said I didn't think it
was his best painting.
Fei: You're kidding! How did he react?
Ralph: He didn't seem very happy to hear
that. But he did ask.
Fei: In my opinion, it's better to say
something positive, even if you
don't really mean it. Don't you
agree?
Ralph: I don't know. Why do you say that?
Fei: Well, it's not always easy to hear
the truth .
Ralph: I'm not so sure. I find that honesty
is always the best policy.

C .. >)) Read the expressions below. Complete each box with a similar expression from
the conversation. Then listen and check your answers.
Giving an opinion

Asking for agreement

If you ask me, . . .
Maybe it's just me, but I think ...

Don't you think so?
Don't you think that's true?

D Pair work Check (.I) the opinions you ~gree with. Then ask your partner
for agreement.

0

Women are more stubborn than men.
0 Men are more stubborn than women .
2. 0 It's never OK to lie.
D It's sometimes OK to lie.
1.

3. 0 A small group of friends is better than a large group of friends.
D A large group of friends is better than a small group of friends.
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Pronunciation Reduction of don't you
A _.>)) Listen and repeat. Notice how don't you is pronounced /downtfa/.
Don't you agree?

Don't you think so?

Don't you think that's true?

B Pair work Say the opinions in Exercise 1D again. Ask your partner for agreement.
Reduce don't you to /downtfa/.

Listening A book of proverbs
A _.>)) Listen to Tina and Cal talk about proverbs. Number the proverbs from 1 to 4 in
the order you hear them.

Does nna apee? Does Cal agree?

Pnwerbs

D Practice makes perfect.
D Better late than never.
D Beauty is only skin deep.
D Two heads are better than one.

yes/ no

yes/ no

yes/ no

yes/ no

yes/ no

yes/ no

yes/ no

yes/ no

-.>» Listen again. Do Tina and Cal agree with the proverbs in Part A?
Circle yes or no.

B

C Pair work Do you agree with each proverb? Why or why not?
Do you know any similar proverbs in your own language? Tell your partner.

Speaking Don't you think so?
A What's your opinion? Circle ~he words.
1. People are more / less ambitious these days.
2. Young people are more/ less optimistic than older people.
3. First-born / Last-born children are usually very easygoing.
4. It's possible / impossible to change your personality.
B Group work Discuss your opinions from Part A.
A:
B:
C:
D:

If you ask me, people are less ambitious these days. Don't you think so?
I'm not so sure. Why do you say that?
Well, maybe it's just me, but I feel no one wants to work hard these days.
I'm not sure I really a3ree. In my opinion, ...

C Group work Think of three other topics. Share your opinions about them .
Does anyone agree with you?
"In my opinion, people worry about their appearance too much. Don't you a3ree?"

I can give an opinion.
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We've been friends for six years.
Vocabulary More personality traits
A • >))

Match the adjectives and the definitions. Then listen and check your answers.

1. agreeable _ _

a. thinking of the needs of others

2. considerate

b. treating people equally or right
c. friendly and pleasing
d. making decisions quickly

3. decisive

4. fair
5. honest
6. mature
7. patient _ _
8. reliable

e.
f.
g.
h.

waiting without getting annoyed
doing what is expected or promised
truthful
behaving in a responsible way

B • >)) Complete the chart with the opposites of the words in Part A. Then listen and
check your answers.

dis-

im-

in-

disagreeable

C Pair work

What are the three best personality traits to have in a friend? What
are the three worst? Discuss your ideas.

Conversation Time to say you're sorry
A • >)) Listen to the conversation . How does Lance describe Jill's reaction?
Lance: I don't know what to do about my friend Jill. I
haven't spoken to her since last weekend, and
she won't answer my text messages.
Emily: Did something happen?
Lance: Yeah . I said something about her to another
friend. She found out, and now I feel terrible.
To be honest, it wasn't anything serious,
though. I think she's being unfair and a
little immature.
Emily: Well, put yourself in her shoes. Imagine a
friend saying something about you behind
your back.
Lance: You're probably right.
Emily: Have you been friends for a long time?
Lance: Yes. We've been friends for six years, and
we used to talk all the time.
Emily: Then I think you should do the considerate
thing and call to say you're sorry.

B
Listen to Lance and Jill's phone conversation.
What word does Lance use to describe himself?
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J

Grammar ~>))
Use the present perfect to describe an action that began in
the past and continues to now. Use for to specify the amount
of time. Use since to specify the starting point.

since

for
ten minutes

3:00

two hours

last night

several days

Monday

a month

October

2009

She's been upset for several days.

six years
a long time

I haven't spoken to her since last weekend.

quite a while

I was a kid

How long have you been friends?
We've been friends for six years.
We've been friends since middle school.

A

high school

Complete the sentences with for or since. Then compare with a partner.

1. Rod has become more considerate _ _ __ _ he got married.
2. Mr. and Mrs. Kim haven't had an argument

1981.

3. Pete and Lisa have been on the phone
4. Tim hasn't spoken with his brother
5. Jay's been totally unreliable

six hours.
a long time.
he started his new job.

6. Inez has been in her new job
7. Annie has become less immature
8. Jessica and Hector have been married

three months.
high school.
25 years.

B Pair work Ask and answer the questions.
1. How long have you been in this class?
2. What haven't you done since you were a kid?
3. What have you wanted to do for a long time?

Speaking Three friends
A

Think of three friends. Complete the chart.

- - -Names --- How long we've been friends
----

1.

Their personality traits

2.
3.

B Group work Tell your group about your friends. Use your information from Part A.
Ask and answer questions for more information.
A: I've known my friend Jesse since middle school.
B: What's he like?
A: He's very honest and reliable.

Keep talking!
Go to page 138 for more practice.

I can describe people's personalities.
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What is your personality?
Reading .. >))
A

What is your personality type? Read the description of your diffrerent
personality types. Does it describe you well?
< >

cambrldge .or /theslgnsofthezodlac

DIFFERENT PERSONALITY TYPES

B

ARROGANT

CREATIVE

They always insult other people. They
think they are better, smarter, or more
import than other people.

These people are great to work with.
They are able to make new things or
think of new ideas.

IRRITABLE

CONSIDERATE

These people become angry or
annoyed easily. They can't stand
criticism.

They are very kind. They always
think about other people and their
feelings.

IMPATIENT

GENEROUS

If you are an impatient person, then you
can't wait for something or someone.
You always show that don't want to wait.

If you have generous friends, you are so
lucky! They always show kidness and
concern for others.

IMMATURE

LOYAL

We have all seen them! Acting in a
childish way! Too emotional and not
developed!

They support everyone! These people
never cheat on their friends for their
own benefit.

STUBBORN

HONEST

These people are difficult to deal with
since they always refuse to change their
ideas. They think they are always right!

You can trust them! They never lie, steal
or cheat.

STINGY

HUMBLE

If you want to go out for dinner, don't
take them! They hate spending money!

They never think highly of themselves.
They are not proud.

Read the chart. Complete the sentences with the correct personality adjective.

1. A

acts in a childish way.

5. A

is trustable.

2. A

are not proud.

6. A

can't wait.

3. A

insults people.

7. A

thinks of new ideas.

4. A

hates spending money.

8. A

doesn't think about his own benefit.

C

Group work Think of three people you know. What is each person's
personalities type? Does it describe them well? Tell your group.
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Listening Imagine you're in a forest ...
A -4>» Listen to the personality test. Number the questions from 1 to 7
in the order you hear them .

D What's it made of? _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __
D Who are you with? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
D What do you do with it? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
D How big is it? _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
D What kind do you see? _ _ _ _ _ __ __
D What's on the table? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
D Is it open or closed? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
B -4>» Listen again. Now take the personality test. Answer
the questions with your own ideas.

C Pair work Compare your answers. Then turn to page 153 to see
what your answers mean.

Writing and speaking My personality
A Think about your personality. Answer the questions.
• What are your positive personality traits? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _
• Are there any traits you'd like to change? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• Has your personality changed through the years? If so, how? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

B Write a paragraph about your personality, but do not write your name!
Use the model and your answers in Part A to help you.

What Am I Like?
I'm a pretty easygoing and outgoing
person. I'm also very optimistic about
the future. 1 think people like to be
around me. However, 1can be stubborn
sometimes . . ..

C Group work Put your papers facedown on the table. Take one paper and read
the description. Your group guesses who it is and agrees or disagrees with the
description. Take turns.
A:
B:
C:
B:

/ think that parawaph describes Dana.
Yes, that's right. I wrote that one.
/ agree you 're easygoing, Dana, but I don 't really think you're stubborn.
Yes, I am!

I can talk about my personality.
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Wrap-up
Quick pair review
Lesson A Test your partner! Say an adjective. Can your partner write
the adverb form correctly? Take turns. You have two minutes.
"Careful."
l.

carefully

2. - - - - -

3. - - - - -

5. - - - - -

4. ------

6. -----

Lesson B Give your opinion! Look at the two pieces of art. What do you
think of them? Give two opinions about each one. You have two minutes.

A: If you ask me, I think the sculpture is weird. Don't you think so?
B: In my opinion, it's very interesting.

Lesson C Brainstorm! Make a list of positive and negative personality traits.
How many do you know? You have two minutes.

Lesson D Find out! Who are two people that you and your partner know with
the same personality traits? You have two minutes.
A: My friend John is really stubborn. Do you know a stubborn person?
B: Yes. My little sister!

In the real world
Before you can define who you are, you have to first understand your personality. Ask
yourself questions, such as "what do I love to do?", or "what scares me?". When you can
answer those question, you can use the information to discover what your personality is.

My Personality
I'm a sociable person. My friends
always enjoy spending time with me. I'm
very energetic and fun-loving.
I always tel/jokes and laugh!
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Going green
Vocabulary Environmental impacts
A .. >»

Label the pictures with the correct words. Then listen and check your answers.

e-waste

hybrid car

global warming

nuclear energy

organic food
plastic bags

l. _ _ _ _ _ _ 2. - - - - - - 3. _ _ _ _ __

pollution
recycling bin

solar energy
wind farm

4. _ _ _ _ __

5. - - - - - -

=- _ ..
'

~

'_.,
...

6. - - - - - - 7. - - - - - - 8. _ _ _ _ __

9. _ __ _ _ _

-

_...... ~ .....: · ~
.

'

'

~.~

,

.. -

~

-

•"

.-

- •

10. _ _ _ __

B Pair work How do the things in Part A impact the environment?

Language in context Green products
A .. >)) Read the ads. What makes each product "green"?

Compact fluorescent lightbulbs
Regular bulbs waste too much energy, so why
not use compact fluorescent lightbulbs (CFLs)?
They use less energy, and you save more money
in the long term.
$20 for a pack of 3

Cloth shopping bag
Who needs paper or plastic?Bring your own
cloth bag to the grocery store or mall. This bag
makes an important statement and is made of
100% organic cotton.
$5

Recycled toothbrush
Made from 100% recyclable plastic, each
toothbrush comes with a reusable travel case.
Junior toothbrushes feature endangered animals.
$20 for a pack of 6, or $18 for a pack of 6 Junior
toothbrushes

Steel water bottle
Why should we use fewer plastic water bottles?
Because too many of them end up in landfills
and cause pollution. It's cool to carry your own
reusable bottle.
$15

B What about you? Do you own any green products? Would you buy these?
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Grammar '4>»
Quantifiers with count nouns
We need more wind farms.
e.r..e~aren~t_en.o_uab_re_cy_clioa bi os

- - ~~

1
-

Quantifiers with noncount nouns
You save more money with CFLs.
P~ le don't buy enough or:_ganic~fo~o~d~. _ _

Zero conditional sentences describe things that are generally true. Use the
simple present for both the if clause (the condition) and the main clause.
What do you do if you have a really important exam?
If I have a really important exam, I study a lot.
I study a lot if I have a really important exam.

You can usually substitute when for if in zero conditional sentences.
If I'm nervous about something, I just try not to think about it.
When I'm nervous about something, I just try not to think about it.

A

Match the conditions and the main clauses. Then compare with a partner.

1. If I'm nervous before an exam, _ _

a. I ask a family member to do some.

2. When I'm busy with chores at home, _ _

b. I start to get lonely.

3. If I wake up and feel hungry, _ _

c. I have something healthy, like an apple.

4. When I get angry at someone, _ _

d. I usually don't say anything to him or her.

5. If my friends don't call me for a few days, _ _

e. I like to stay in bed.

6. When I feel sleepy on Sunday mornings, _

f. I take a deep breath and try to relax.

_

B Pair work Make true sentences about your behavior with the conditions in
Part A. Tell your partner.

"If I'm nervous before an exam, I study with a friend."

Pronunciation Stress and rhythm
A 1111>))

Listen and repeat. Notice how stressed words occur with a regular rhythm .

When I'm lonely, I like to chat or talk on the phone with my friends.

B Pair work Practice the sentences from Exercise 3A. Pay attention to your
stress and rhythm.

Speaking Different behaviors
Group work Read the list. Add two more questions with if or when.
Then ask and answer them.
• How do you feel when you're home alone at night?
• What do you do when you get jealous?
• What do you do if you feel sleepy in class?
• How do you feel when you speak English in class?

•

•

Keep talking!
Go to page 124 for more practice.
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I'd rather not say.
Interactions
A

Imagine these people are asking you questions. Are there any questions they
might ask you that you think are too personal and that you would not answer?
a doctor

a friend

a neighbor

a parent

a stranger

a teacher

B a4>)) Listen to the conversation. What question doesn't Jim answer?
Then practice the conversation.
Carl: So, Jim, how's the new car?
Jim: Hey, Carl. It's great. I'm really happy
with it.
Carl: It's a hybrid, isn't it?
Jim: Yeah. It causes less pollution. I'm
trying to do my part to help the
environment, you know?
Carl: That's great. How long have you
had it?
Jim: I've only had it for a week.
Carl: Really? How many kilometers have
you driven?
Jim: I'd say about 150.
Carl: So, how does it run?
Jim: Oh, it runs very well. I'll give you a
ride later if you want.
Carl: OK, thanks. How much did it cost,
exactly?
Jim: Actually, I'd rather not say. But I
know I made a good purchase.

C a4>)) Read the expressions below. Complete each box with a similar expression from
the conversation. Then listen and check your answers.
Giving an approximate answer

Avoiding answering

I'd say maybe ...
Probably ...

I'd prefer not to say.
I'd rather not answer that.

D Match the questions and the responses. Then practice with a partner.
1. How often do you drive? __

a. I'd say about ten.

2. How much do you drive every day? __

b. Probably five or six times a week.
c. I'd rather not answer that.

3. How many people have you given rides to? __
4. How much did you sell your old car for? __

d. I'd say about 30 minutes.
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D Pair work Do you think you and your family would like homeschooling? Why or
why not? Tell your partner.

10
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Listening Consumer research
A -4>)) Listen to a man answer survey questions in a grocery store. Number
the questions from 1 to 9 in the order you hear them.

D Have your buying habits changed in the last year? _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ __
WHow often do you walk to the grocery store? ...LA...!.!l.!...;lt~h!_!ee'___.!t~im=e.,___ _ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ _
D Do you usually ask for paper or plastic bags? _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
D How much do you spend on groceries every month? _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __ _ __
D How many people are there in your household? ___________ __ _ _ __ _
D What is the highest level of education you've completed? _ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ __ _
D What do you do for a living? ____ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
D Do you ever shop for groceries online? _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
D How often do you buy environmentally friendly products? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
B -4>)) Listen again. Write the man's answers.

C

Pair work Ask and answer the questions in Part A. Answer with your own
information, or avoid answering.

Speaking Do you waste water?
A Read the survey. Are there any questions you would avoid answering, or is
there any information you wouldn't share?

-

WATER USE SURVEY
Name: _ __ __ _ __ __ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Age: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone number: _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _
Email: _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ __
Education: _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

How many showers do you take in a week? _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ __ _
How long do you spend in the shower? _ _ __ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ __
Do you ever leave the water running when you brush your teeth? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Do you wash dishes by hand or use a dishwasher? _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _
When you wash dishes, do you leave the water running? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
When you wash clothes, is the washing machine always completely full? _ _ _ _ __
Do you flush the toilet after every use? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

B Pair work Interview your partner. Complete the survey with his or
her answers. Mark an X if he or she avoids answering.

C Pair work Compare your answers. Who uses more water?
How could you use less water?
I can give an approximate answer.
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What will happen?
Vocabulary Tips to help the environment
A ~>)) Match the tips and the pictures. Then listen and check your answers.
a. Buy local food.
b. Fix leaky faucets.
c. Grow your own food.

1.

2.

5.

6.

d. Pay bills online.
e. Take public transportation.
f. Use a clothesline.

g. Use cloth shopping bags .
h. Use rechargeable batteries.

3.

B Pair work Which things in Part A do you do now? Which don't you do?
Tell your partner.

Conversation This is awful!
A ~>)) Listen to the conversation. When does Kendra want to start taking
public transportation?
Ina: This is awful! It's taking forever to get
to work.
Kendra: I know. There are just too many cars
these days! The traffic seems to get
worse and worse.
Ina: Maybe we should start taking public
transportation. If we take the subway,
we won't have to sit in traffic.
Kendra: And we might save money if we take
the subway.
Ina: I think you're right. Also, if we take
public transportation, we won't get
stressed out before work. So, when
do we start?
Kendra: How about tomorrow?

~>»

B
Listen to their conversation the next day.
What are they unhappy about?
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Grammar .->))
First conditional sentences describe real possibilities. Use the present
tense in the if clause (the condition). Use will in the main clause.
If we take public transportation, we'll save money.
If we take public transportation, we won't get stressed out.
Air pollution will get worse if we don't reduce the number of cars.

Use modals such as may, might, or could in the main clause when you're
less certain about the results.
If air pollution gets worse, more people may get sick.
If you don't fix your leaky faucet, you might get a high water bill.
You could spend money on other things if you grow your own food.

A Write first conditional sentences with the two clauses. Then compare
with a partner.
1. you'll use 60 percent less energy / you replace your regular lightbulbs with CFLs

You'll uee 60 percent leee energy if you replace your regular lightbulbe with CFLs.
2. you pay your bills online / you'll use less paper
3. we fix our leaky faucets/ we'll save water
4. there won't be much air pollution / everyone uses hybrid cars
5. you use a clothesline / other people may start to do the same
6. we use rechargeable batteries / we could save a lot of money

B Pair work What else will or may happen for each condition in Part A?
Discuss your ideas.
A: What else will happen if you replace your re3ular li3htbulbs with CFLs?
B: If I replace my re3ular li3htbulbs with CFLs, I'll have cheaper electric bills.

4

Speaking Around the circle
A Write a sentence about what will happen if you change a habit to become greener.
If I grow my own food, I will eat better.

B Group work Sit in a circle. Go around the circle and share your ideas. Repeat
your classmates' main clauses as conditions, and add new ideas.
A: If I wow my own food, I will eat better.
B: If you eat better, you will feel healthier.
C: If you feel healthier, you won't need to 30 to the doctor very often.

5

Keep talking!
Go to page 140 for more practice.
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Finding solutions
A Look at the pictures. Which home would you prefer to live in? Why?
B Read the article. Write the captions under the correct pictures.
The Recycled-Tire House

The Found-Object House

The Greenhouse

O:n.e-of-a-Ki:n.d.

HOMES
.-----~riirii~iiiiiiii-~
m

Shoichi wanted to live in an environmentally friendly home, and he
always liked the greenhouses in his neighborhood in Tokyo, Japan. So he
decided to create his own greenhouse-style home. Sunlight warms his
new home, and a plastic cover around the house helps to keep the heat
inside. There aren't any walls or rooms. The "rooms" are actually large
boxes on wheels. He can move them anywhere he likes, even outside. He
loves his home, but sometimes he would like to be able to move the
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ whole house.
Ruth is an artist who lives in the Rocky Mountains in the U.S. state of
Colorado. Over the years, she found and collected a lot of old objects for
her art. When she decided she wanted to live in a more unusual home,
she had a creative idea. She would use many of the old materials that she
collected in the home's design. For example, she used old car parts in the
front door and tire rubber as the roof. She also used the door of an old
car as part of a wall, so she can still lower the window!

L . . __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

Wayne and Cate are a couple from the U.S. state of Montana. They
wanted a new home that wasn't too expensive. Their solution was
simple - they built their own home. They recycled and used 250 old tires
as the base of the house and old glass for the windows. They even used
13,000 empty soda cans in the house. Their home also has large windows
and lots of plants and flowers. Solar energy keeps the house warm, even
on cold days.

C Read the article again. Answer the questions.
1. What warms the inside of Shoichi's home? - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2. What would Shoichi like to be able to do? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

3.
4.
5.
6.

What creative idea did Ruth have? _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Where are there car parts in Ruth's home? ______________
Why did Wayne and Cate build their own home? _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _
What did Wayne and Cate use to build their home? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D Pair work Have you heard of or seen any unique homes or buildings?
Were they environmentally friendly? Tell your partner.
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Listening Award winners
A 1111>» Listen to the conversations about two award winners, Gabriela McCall and
Tayler McGillis. Who do the phrases below describe? Write T (Tayler) or G (Gabriela).
1. __L__ raised money for local charities.
2.

is a student in Puerto Rico.

3. __ won an award at age 12.
4. __ collects and recycles cans.
5. _ _ helps birds.
6.
teaches children.
7. __ speaks at schools about recycling.
8. _ _ took photos to start a project.

Tayler McGillis

Gabriela McCall

B 1111>)) Listen again. Correct the false sentences.
1. Tayler raised more than ¥.tee for local charities.

$9,000

2. Tayler's new goal is to collect 175,000 bottles every year.
3. Gabriela's project helps protect the ocean for birds in Puerto Rico.
4. Gabriela teaches children about recycling so that they respect the environment.

Writing and speaking Local concerns
A Write a letter to a local official about an environmental problem in your community.
Use the questions and the model to help you.
• What is the problem?

• Who or what is causing it?

• Who or what does the problem affect?

• What's a solution to the problem?

Dear City Councilman,
I am a student. I am writing to tell you about
the amount of noise near our school. There is a
lot of construction work and traffic near our
school. It is very difficult for us to study and
learn during the day.

I have an idea for a possible solution to this
problem. If . ..

B Group work Share your letters. Do you think
the solutions will solve the problems? Can you offer
other solutions?

C

Class activity What are the most important
concerns in your community? Who else can you
write to or talk to about your concerns?
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Wrap-up
Quick pair review
Lesson A Brainstorm! Make a list of environmentally friendly products.
How many do you know? You have two minutes.

Lesson B Do you remember? Is the sentence giving an approximate
answer, or is it avoiding answering? Write AP (approximate answer) or
AV (avoiding answering). You have one minute.
How much did your car cost?

How much trash do you throw away a week?

I'd say about $3,000.

I'd rather not answer that.

I'd prefer not to say.
I'd say maybe $6,000.

I'd rather not say.
Probably about five bags.

Lesson C Give your opinion! What do you think? Complete the
sentences together. You have three minutes.
1. Our city will get cleaner if _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2. If our school uses solar energy, ______ _ _ _ _ _ __
3. If we eat organic food, ________________
4. We could recycle more if ________________

Lesson D Find out! Who is one person you know who does each thing?
You have two minutes.
• Who uses environmentally friendly products at home?
• Who takes public transportation to work?
• Who has taught you about an environmental issue?
A: My aunt has solar panels on the roof of her house.
B: My father uses compact fluorescent li3htbulbs.

In the real world
How can we solve this? Go online and find information in English that gives
solutions to one of these problems. Then write about them.
pollution from cars
global warming

pollution from factories
too much garbage

Our Pollution Problem
If more people have hybrid cars, there will be
less pollution. People can also carpool. If we
share rides, there will be fewer cars on the road.
Also, if we ...
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Warm-up

A

What is the relationship between the people? Number the pictures.
1. brother and sister

2. neighbors

3. co -workers

4. friends

B What do you think is happening in each picture? Do they all have good relationships?
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Healthy relationships
Vocabulary Relationship behaviors
A _.,)) Match the words and the sentences. Then listen and check your answers.
1. apologize _ _
2. argue _ _

a. No! I'm not listening to you.
b. I think we really need to talk about it.

3. communicate

c. I'm really sorry. I didn't mean to hurt your feelings.

4. compromise _ _

d. I know you're sorry. It's OK.

5. criticize
6. forgive _ _

e. Why don't I wash the dishes and you do the laundry?
f. You're being unfair. It's your turn to take out the garbage.

7. gossip _ _

g. I told her I liked her new dress, but I didn't.
h. Others may disagree, but I think what you said was awful.
i. Did you hear about Wendy? You'll never guess what I heard.

8. judge _ _
9. lie

B Pair work Which actions from Part A should people do to have healthy
relationships? Which shouldn't they do? Discuss your ideas.

Language in context Relationship tips
A

.-,»

Read the relationship tips. Why is it a bad idea to criticize someone
in front of others?

It's important to talk. It's good to communicate
openly and listen carefully to othe/'5.
It's not agood idea to criticize someone in front
ofothers. This can embarrass the person.
It's helpful to compromise in any relationship.
It's not good to argue about little things.
~

It's good to forgive someone who apologizes.
It's not easy to say you're sorry.
Ifyou have aproblem in a relationship, it's
helpful to discuss it. Don't keep things inside.

B What about you? Do you agree with all the tips? Why or why not?
84
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Use infinitives after It's + an adjective.
It's not good to argue.
It's good to forgive someone.
It's never helpful to judge someone.
It's important to talk.
You can also use infinitives after It's + a noun phrase.
It's a good idea to accept an apology.
It's not a good idea to criticize someone.

A

Circle the infinitives for the best relationship advice. Then compare with a partner.

1. It's important to lie/ to communicate in a relationship.
2. It's helpful to share / to forget your feelings when you have a problem.

3. It's nice to gossip / to think about other people before making decisions.
4 . It's

a good

idea to judge / to meet new people.

5. It's useful to discuss / to accept problems.
6 . It's not a good idea to argue / to compromise with your friends a lot.

B Pair work

Complete the sentences with your own ideas. Use It's expressions.
Then discuss them.

1. _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ to be a reliable friend .

2.

to be honest with your parents.

3.

to apologize to someone but not really mean it.

4.

to say something if a friend is gossiping about you .

Pronunciation Sentence stress
A -4>»

Listen and repeat. Notice the stress on the important words in the sentences.

It's important to talk.

B -4>))

It's not good to argue about little things.

Listen to the sentences. Underline the stressed words.

It's helpful to compromise .

It's not easy to say you're sorry.

Speaking Good advice?
A Pair work Choose a relationship from the list below. Then make a list of the five
most important tips to make the relationship happy and healthy. Discuss your ideas.

best friends
a brother and sister
a child and parent

co-workers
a married couple
a teacher and student

B Group work Share your tips with another pair.
What's the best piece of advice you heard?

Keep talking!
Go to page 141 for more practice.

I can discuss what's important in relationships.
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I'm really sorry.
1

Interactions
A Is it difficult for you to say you're sorry? Can you remember the last thing
you apologized for?
B Ill>» Listen to the conversation . What excuse does Susan give Gina?
Then practice the conversation .
Gina:
Susan:
Gina:
Susan:
Gina:
Susan:
Gina:
Susan:

Gina:
Susan:
Gina:
Susan:
Gina:

Hello?
Gina?
Yeah .
Hi. It's Susan.
Hi, Susan.
Listen, I know I missed your party
last night. I'm sorry.
Oh, that's OK. Is everything OK?
Yeah, but you'll never believe what
happened. It's kind of embarrassing.
I mixed up the date.
What do you mean?
I thought the party was on the
31st, not the 30th.
Oh, I see.
So, how was the party?
It was great. But we missed you!

C Ill>» Read the expressions below. Complete each box with a similar expression from
the conversation . Then listen and check your answers.
Apologizing

Accepting an apology

I'm really sorry.
My apologies.

Don't worry about it.
There's no need to apologize.

D Number the sentences from 1 to 7. Then practice with a partner.
A: I'm really sorry I didn't meet you at the cafe yesterday.

A: Hi. It's Greg.
A: Well, the repairs will be very expensive.
A: My car broke down, and I forgot my phone.
B: Is your car OK?
B: Don't worry about it.

B: Oh. Hi, Greg.
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Listening What happened?
A .-J)) Listen to four people apologize over the phone. What happened?
Where did they not go? Number the pictures from 1 to 4.

B ._J)) Listen again. Complete the excuses with the correct information.
1. I was at the _ _ __ _ and completely forgot the _ _ _ __
2. I washed my _ _ _ _ _ last night, and the _ _ _ _ _ was in my pocket.
3. I was out of _ _ _ _ _ . My grandmother was in the _ _ __ _
4. I'm in a _ _ _ _ _ at work. I can't _ _ _ _ _ right now.

C Pair work Are all the excuses good ones? Would you accept each person's
apology? Discuss your ideas.

J

Speaking Explain yourself!
A Read the situations. Write an excuse for each one. Be creative!
Situations

Excuses

You are 30 minutes late
for your own wedding.
You missed your dentist
appointment.
You didn't bring your
resume to a job interview.
You forgot to pick up
your friend.
You didn't do your
English homework .
You broke your classmate's
cell phone.

B Pair work Role-play the situations. Then change roles.
Student A: Apologize to Student B for each situation in Part A.
Then make an excuse.
Student B: Ask Student A to explain each situation.
Then accept the apology.
I can apologize and give excuses.

v

I can accept an apology.

v
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1

That can't be the problem.

Vocabulary Inseparable phrasal verbs
A _.>)) Match the sentences. Then listen and check your answers.
1. It's awful when people break up. _ _
2. I need friends that I can count on.
3. It's not nice when friends just drop by. _ _

a. They should call before they visit.
b. It's always better to stay together.
c. My best friends are all reliable.

4. My family and I get along well. _ _

d. They can be so immature.
e. We meet every Saturday.
f. We hardly ever argue.

5. My friends and I love to get together. _
6. Most teenagers need to grow up. _ _

_

7. People used to pick on me in class. _ _
8. I love to run into old friends.
9. I take after my mother. _ _

g. I sometimes see them at the coffee shop.
h. I'm just like her.
i. They were mean to me.

B Pair work Which sentences do you agree with or are true for you?
Tell your partner.
A: / asree that it's awful when people break up, but I disa3ree that it's always
better to stay to3ether.
B: / asree with you. Some people shouldn't stay to3ether when they ar3ue a lot.

Conversation He must be really busy.
A _.>» Listen to the conversation . What is Evan probably doing right now?
Ryan: My friend Evan never seems to have time for me
these days. I just can't count on him anymore.
Katie: Well, he started a new job, right? He must be
really busy.
Ryan: Yeah, I'm sure he is. But he used to drop by or
call me all the time.
Katie: He might be feeling stressed out from the job.
Or he could be upset with you about something.
Ryan: No, that can't be the problem. I haven't done
anything wrong. I think I'd better call him.
Katie: Yeah, I think you should.
Ryan: OK .... Well, there's no answer.
Katie: He must still be sleeping. It's only 6:30!

B _.>)) Listen to Ryan call Evan later in the day.
What was the real problem with Evan?
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Speculating with more certainty

Speculating with less certainty

He must be really busy. He started a
new job.

He could be upset about something.
Maybe you did something to him.

He must not leave his house very
often. He always seems to be busy.

He may not like his new job. I haven't
heard how he likes it.

He can't be upset with me. I haven't
done anything to him.

He might be feeling stressed out. His
new job may be a lot of work.

A Circle the correct words. Then compare with a partner.
1. I don't know his weekend plans. He must / could drop by on Saturday.
2. She didn't say much on the phone to him. They must not / might be getting along.
3. They must / may not come to the party. They're going out to dinner that night.
4. She can't / could take after her father. She's really tall, but he's pretty short.
5. You're coughing and sneezing so much. You must / must not be getting sick.
6. They can't / might be tired. Maybe they stayed up late to study for the test.

B Read the situations. Complete the sentences with your own ideas.
Then compare with a partner.
1. Pamela and Miguel don't get along anymore. She doesn't want to talk about it.
Pamela must _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
2. Jeff just ran into his college friend Mary. He hasn't seen her for 20 years.
Jeff could _ _ __ __ __ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _
3. Luis and Teresa arranged to get together at a restaurant, but she never came.
Teresa may not _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
4. Brian dropped by and asked to copy your homework. You're not going to
give it to him. Brian might _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

Speaking Look around!
A Pair work Look around the classroom . Speculate about your classmates.
A: / think Tom must be playing tennis later. He has his tennis racket with
him today.
B: And Carmen might be happy about something. She's smiling a lot.

B Class activity Were your speculations correct? Ask your classmates .
A: Tom, I see you have your tennis racket. Are you playing tennis later?
B: Actually, no. I played before class.

5

Keep talking!
Go to pages 142-143 for more practice.

I can speculate about people.
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Getting advice
Reading .. >))
A

Do you ever listen to talk shows on the radio or watch them on TV? What kind of
problems do they usually discuss? Do people give good advice on the shows?

B Read the first few sentences of each email sent to the radio show Addy's Advice.
Who does each person have a problem with?

~DOY'S ADVICE
1. I have a big problem. It's my best friend . She doesn't really have any time for me these days.
I call her, and she can't talk. I text her, and she doesn't answer right away. I think it's because of
her cat, Peaches. She got this little cat for her 30th birthday, and now she takes it everywhere. She
even dresses it in little sweaters and hats. I don't know what to do. Is it possible to be jealous
of a cat? - T. J.

2. There's this new person at work. She works next to me and we get along, but she's always asking
me to do things for her. For example, she asks me to get her coffee when I get some for myself.
Or she drops by and asks me to copy things for her when she's "busy." She's not my boss! Should
I just refuse to do things for her? I want to be nice, but I have to do my own work. Can you help me,
please? - Marcy

3. My little brother is driving me crazy. I'm 15, and he's 10. He has his own friends, but he won't leave
me and my friends alone. They come over a lot to study or just watch TV. He bothers me and
sometimes tells my friends things that are personal about me. Maybe he just wants attention, but it's
very annoying. He should just grow up! Anyway, I told my mom and dad, but they say I need to
solve the problem. - Kathy

4. I'm a neat person, and I used to live alone. I got a roommate a few months ago to help with the rent.
The problem is, my roommate is not like me at all. He never does any chores around the house. He
just sits around playing video games and watching TV. The apartment is always a mess, and I'm
the one who has to clean it up. I can't count on him for anything. Should I just clean the apartment
myself? This is a big problem for me. - Daniel

C Read the emails again. Who is each question about? Check (./) the correct answers.
T. J.

Who ... ?

Marcy

Kathy

I ives with a messy person
is a teenager
is jealous of an animal
is doing someone else's work
lived alone last year
mentions parents in the letter

D Pair work Have you ever had similar problems? What did you do about them?
Tell your partner.
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Daniel

2

Listening On the air
A 1111>)) Listen to the radio show Addy's Advice. What advice does Addy
give to each person from Exercise 1? Check (.I) the correct answers.

0
0
2. 0
0
3. 0
0
4. 0
0
l.

Show interest in the cat.
Get a cat of your own.
Write your co-worker a note.
Ask your co-worker to do things.
Go to someone else's house.
Remind your parents of the situation.
Throw the roommate out.
Communicate.

B 1111>» Listen again. Which statements does Addy probably agree or disagree with?
Write A (agree) or D (disagree).
1. People never lose interest in things over time. _ _
2. Most people have problems with co -workers at some time. _ _
3. Parents don't always need to solve their children's problems. _ _
4. Look for a new roommate if you have a problem. __

J

Writing A piece of advice
A Choose an email from Exercise

1.

Think of three pieces of advice.

B Write an email giving advice. Use the model
and your ideas from Part A to help you.

C Group work Share your emails.
Do you agree with the advice? What other
advice can you give? Discuss your ideas.

4

Dear T. J .,
I read your email, and I understand
your problem. It is possible to be jealous
of a cat! I think it's important to find
things that you can do with your friend
and Peaches. It 's a good idea to . . .

Speaking Take it or leave it.
A Imagine you have two relationship
problems. Write two sentences about each
one. Be creative!

1. My friends never remember my
birthday. I always remember theirs!

B Group work Share your imaginary

2 . My parents don 't trust me. I need to
call them every three hours.

problems, Your group gives advice.
Take turns.

A: / have a problem. My friends never remember my birthday. I always
remember theirs!
B: It's a 300d idea to help them remember. Why not send them rem inders?

C Group work Whose advice do you think you'd follow? Why? Tell your group.

I can give advice about relationships.
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Wrap-up
Quick paijr ._re~ie~
' ' -

Lesson A Brainstorm! Make a list of tips for healthy family relationships.
How many can you think of? You have five minutes.

Lesson B Test your partner! Apologize to your partner for three different
things. Can your partner accept your apologies in three different ways? Take turns.
You have two minutes.
·
Lesson C Guess! Speculate about a celebrity, but don't say his or her name!
Can your partner guess who it is? Take turns. You have two minutes.
A: This person mi3ht win an award for his new movie.
B: Is it ... ?

Lesson D Find out! What is the best relationship advice your partner has
ever received? Who gave the advice? You have two minutes.

In the real world
What advice do the experts give? Go online and find advice in English about one
of these topics. Then write about it.
a jealous friend
a friend who talks too much
a lazy husband or wife

a neighbor's noisy dog
an annoying boss
an inconsiderate neighbor

Dealing with Jealous Friends
I found a website that gives advice about
jealous friends. If you have a jealous friend, try
to find out why the friend is jealous. fry to
understand how your friend feels. It 's a good
idea to tell your friend about a time when you
felt jealous, too. That way she will not feel
alone or embarrassed. Tell your friend what you
did to feel better. Another piece of advice on
the website is ...
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B What are some of your accomplishments? What other things would you
like to accomplish in your life?
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He taught himselt
1

Vocabulary Qualities for success
A 14>» Match the words and their meanings. Then listen and check your answers.
1. bravery _

_

2. confidence
3. creativity _ _
4. dedication
5. enthusiasm
6. flexibility _ _
7. talent
8. wisdom

a.
b.
c.
d.

the ability to develop original ideas
the belief that you can succeed
a commitment to something
the quality of showing no fear

e.
f.
g.
h.

the ability to change easily
a strong interest in something
the ability to make good decisions
the natural ability to do things well

B 14>)) Complete the chart with the correct adjective forms for the nouns. Then listen
and check your answers.
Noun
bravery

Ad~

brave

Noun

Ad

enthusiasm

confidence

flexibility

creativity

talent

dedication

wisdom

C Pair work Which qualities in Part A do you think people are born with? Which do
they develop from experience or by watching others? Discuss your ideas.

Language in context A success story
A 14>» Read the story of Yong-eun Yang. What did he do in 2009?
0

Yong-eun Yang
In his late teens, South Korea's Yong-eun Yang , or "Y. E.," enjoyed
lifting weights and hoped to own his own gym someday. But that
dream died when he hurt himself in the gym. So at age 19, he took
a part-time job at a golf course. He picked up golf balls and began
to observe other players. He started to practice the game by himself
late at night, and he even forced himself to get up early to be at
the course by 5:00 a.m. for more practice. This is how Y. E. taught
himself to play golf. His dedication and patience paid off. He became
a professional golfer in 1995, and, in 2009, this talented man won his
first championship, beating Tiger Woods.

B What other qualities for success do you think Y. E. has?
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Grammar ~>))

Reflexive pronouns

I

Reflexive
pronouns
myself

you
he

yourself
himself

By with a reflexive pronoun means "alone."

she

herself

She traveled by herself to the United States.
Do you like to practice with another person
or by yourself?

it

itself

we

ourselves

you

yourselves

they

themselves

Use reflexive pronouns when the subject and object
of a sentence refer to the same person or thing.
I hurt myself at work.
He taught himself to play golf.
They consider themselves brave.

Personal
pronouns

Complete the sentences with the correct reflexive pronouns.
Then compare with a partner.
1. I drew a picture of _ __ _ _ in art class.
2. I like your new hairstyle. Did you cut it _ __ _ _ ?
3. If you and Joe have problems, you need to help _ _ __ _
4. They had a great time. They really enjoyed _ _ _ __
5. My brother doesn't consider _ __ _ _ brave, but he is.
6. Heather wrote that by
. Nobody helped her.
7. We taught _ _ _ _ _ Spanish before we moved to Peru.
8. I hurt

at the gym last week. My arm still hurts.

9. I took a trip by

4

. It helped me be more confident.

Pronunciation Stress shifts

~>»

Listen and repeat. Notice the stress shifts when some words change from nouns
to adjectives.
creativity
creative

5

dedication
dedicated

enthusiasm
enthusi astic

flexibility
flexible

Speaking Self talk
A Pair work Interview your partner. Ask questions for more information.
Take notes.
• Have you ever hurt yourself?
• Do you consider yourself brave?

• Have you ever taught yourself something?
• Are you enjoying yourself in this class?

• Have you ever traveled by yourself?

• Do you consider yourself a flexible person?

B Pair work Tell another classmate about your partner.
"William hurt himself once. He broke his foot."

Keep talking!
Go to page 144 for more practice.

I can talk about myself and my experiences.
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••

I'll give it some thought.
Interactions
A

What do you do if you have too much work or studying to do?
Do you talk to anyone?

B .. >)) Listen to the conversation . What is Bryan thinking about doing?
Then practice the conversation.
Marta: What's wrong, Bryan?
Bryan: Well, my job is just really stressful

Marta:
Bryan:
Marta:
Bryan:
Marta:

Bryan:
Mirla:
Bryan:

right now. My boss just seems to
give me more and more work. It's
not fajf.
That's .not good.
Actually, l'ni thinking about quitting
and looking for another job.
Really?. I wouldn't recommend that.
Why not?
Well, because you may not find
something better. And that would
just give you more stress. Have you
thoug~i about talking to your boss?
Not re;illy.
Why don't -~u try that? Maybe
there is something he can do.
I' ll see.

C .. >))

Read the expressions below. Complete each box with a similar expression from
the conversation . Then listen and check your answers.

~WiiMMMM&VW
I don't think you should do that.
I'm not sure that's the best idea.

Considering advice

I'll think about it.
I'll give it some thought.

D

How would you respond? Write A (advise against it) or C (consider it). Then practice
with a partner.
1. I think you should call the doctor. _ _
2. I plan to study all night before my test. _ _
3. I recommend that you stay home tomorrow if you don't feel well. _ _
4. I think you should visit your grandmother this weekend. _ _
5. I'm going to paint my house bright pink. _ _
6. l'. m not going to class tomorrow because I want to watch a soccer game. _
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unit

Listening Maybe I'll do that.
A .. >))

Listen to Tim give advice to three friends. What is each friend's problem ?
Check (./) the correct answers.

Recommendations
1.

2.

3.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

She needs to get a full-time job.
She wants to take more classes.
She's thinking about quitting her job.
She's not going to graduate.
He doesn't have the money.
He doesn't have a credit card .
The leather jacket doesn't fit.
His friend won't lend him any money.
She
She
She
Tim

takes too many breaks.
can't do a math problem.
drank too much coffee.
is driving her crazy.

B a4>» Listen again . What does Tim tell each friend to do? Complete the chart with
his recommendations.

Speaking Think about it!
A Imagine your friend wants to do the things below. What advice would you give?
Write notes.
• Your friend wants to buy a new, expensive
car. He doesn't have the money, and he
doesn't know how to drive!
• Your friend wants to take two more
classes. He's already taking five classes,
and he has a part-time job!
• Your friend wants to go camping in the
mountains by himself for a week. He's
never gone camping before!

B Pair work Role-play the situations in Part A. Then change roles.
Student A: Imagine you want to do the things in Part A. Tell Student B what you want

to do and why. Consider his or her advice.
Student B: Advise Student A against doing the things in Part A and explain why.

Recommend something else. Use your ideas from Part A.
A: / saw this really awesome car yesterday! I think I'm 3oin3 to buy it.
B: I'm not sure that's the best idea.
A: Why not?

I can advise against something.
I can consider advice.
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What would you do?
1

Vocabulary Separable phrasal verbs
A .. >))
1.
2.
3.
4.

Match the phrasal verbs and their meanings. Then listen and check your answers.

He won't talk about his job, so don't bring it up. _ _
I got a bad grade on this essay. I need to do it over. _ _
I don't need these books. I might give them away. _ _
This is Lynn's camera. I need to give it back. _ _

5. Paul lent me some money. I need to pay him back. _
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

_

Which one is Susan? Can you point her out? _ _
We can't have this meeting now. Let's put it off. _ _
This is serious. We need to talk it over.
I may buy that car, but I want to try it out first. _ _
I have a job offer, but I plan to turn it down. _ _

a. donate
b. return money
c. mention
d. do again
e. return
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

do later
identify
not accept
use
discuss

B Pair work

What have you done over, talked over, paid back, tried out,
or put off recently? Tell your partner.

A: Have you done anythins over recently?
B: Yes, t have. t did my Enslish homework over last nisht. I made a lot
of mistakes the first time!

2

Conversation I'm kind of broke.
A _.>))

Listen to the conversation. What is Neil thinking about doing?

Dana: I really like your camcorder.
Neil: Actually, it's my friend Ben's. I'm just

Dana:
Neil:
Dana:
Neil:
Dana:
Neil:
Dana:
Neil:

trying it out this week. I need to give it
back to him tomorrow.
It looks really expensive.
It is. I'm thinking about buying one, but I
can't right now.
Why not?
Well, I'm kind of broke. If I had more
money, I'd buy it.
It would be nice to be rich, wouldn 't it?
Tell me about it. What would you do if you
were rich?
Hmm . . . . If I were rich, I'd travel. I'd give
some money away, too.
That's nice.

B _.>» Listen to the rest of the conversation.
Why does Neil want a camcorder?
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Grammar .->>)
Second conditional sentences describe "unreal" or imaginary situations. Use a past tense
verb in the if clause (the condition). Use would in the main clause.
What would you do if you had more money?
If I had more money, I would buy a camcorder.
Use were for the past tense of be in the condition.
Would you travel if you were rich?
No, I wouldn't.
Yes, I would.
Yes. If I were rich, I'd travel a lot.
No. I wouldn't travel a lot if I were rich.

A

Complete the conversations with the correct words. Then compare with a partner.

1. A: What _ _ _ _ _ you _ _ _ _ _ (do) if you suddenly _ _ _ __
(become) rich?

B: I _ _ _ _ _ (quit) my job. Then I _ _ __ _ (travel) for a few months.
2. A: If a teacher _ _ _ _ _ (give) you a good grade by mistake, what
_ _ _ _ _ you _ _ _ _ _ (do)?

B: I _ _ _ _ _ (not / feel) right about it. I _ __ _ _ (point) out
the mistake.
3. A: How _ _ _ _ _ you _ _ _ _ _ (feel) if a friend _ _ _ _ _ (call)
you late at night?

B: I _ __ __ (be) surprised, but I _ _ _ _ _ (not / feel) angry.
4. A: If you _ _ _ _ _ (have) a relationship problem, who _ _ _ _ _ you
_ _ _ _ _ (talk) to?

B: I _ _ _ _ _ (talk) about the problem with my best friend .

B Pair work Ask and answer the questions in Part A. Answer with your
own information.

4

Speaking What would you do?
A Pair work Discuss the questions. Take notes.
• Where would you go if you had a lot of money?
• What would you give away if you were rich?
• What would you do if you saw your teacher or your
boss at the supermarket?
• When would you turn down a job offer?
• Would you point out a mistake if a classmate made one?
Why or why not?
• What would you do over if you had the chance?

B Group work Share your ideas with another pair.
Are your ideas similar or different?

5

Keep talking!
Go to page 145 for more practice.

I can talk about imaginary situations.
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What an accomplishment!
Reading i4i>)
A

What do you think it would be like to walk across your country? Why?

B Read the interview. Why did Mary and Etsuko often have to walk between 30
and 40 kilometers a day?
.

-

- .

-

-

.

-

-

-

A Walk Across Japan
Mary King and Etsuko
Shimabukuro completed a
7,974-kilometer walk across
Japan. Mary takes our
questions about their
incredible accomplishment.

Why did you walk
across Japan?
The mapmaker Ino Tadataka inspired me. He
spent 17 years on and off walking through
Japan. He drew the country's first real maps.
How long did it take?
A year and a half. We walked from the island
of Hokkaido, in the north, down to Okinawa.
In Hokkaido, we walked about 40 kilometers
a day, and on the other islands, about 30. We
often had no choice about the distance
because we had to find a place to sleep.
Describe a typical day.
There really wasn't one, but we tried to start
by 7:00 a.m. and walk for 10 to 12 hours.
Sometimes we had breakfast on the road. We
had to be careful in Hokkaido because the
bears there could smell our food. We saw
bears twice, which was terrifying!
Did you walk every day?
No. We needed to do our laundry, check our
email, and rest. Also, I wanted to interview
people for my blog.

What were some of the best parts?
There were many! We stayed in a haunted
guesthouse, walked on fire at a festival, and
visited many wonderful hot springs.
Any low points?
You know, overall, we really enjoyed
ourselves, but there were a lot of aches and
pains along the way. The traffic could be scary
because there weren't always sidewalks for
pedestrians.
Did you ever think about giving up?
No, we never wanted to stop. Actually, I was
sad when it ended. I wanted to walk from
Okinawa back to Tokyo, but Etsuko said we
had to accept that we accomplished our goal.
It was time to go home.
Would you do it over again?
Definitely. I'd love to retrace our steps when
I'm 80. But I've also set myself the goal of
walking across the U.K. or India someday.
Hokkaido~

.

-.,:.-:.~...J"" ~
.,. .

::~~
. ..J
~
r
..

,• Tokyo

Okinawa
Source: http://japanonfoot. blogspot.com

C

Find the words in italics in the article. What do they mean? Write the words next to
the correct definitions.
1. inhabited by ghosts _ _,__,h=au=n"'""te=d2. quitting _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

4 . go back over a route again _ _ __ _ _
5. with breaks _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

3. people who walk _ __ _ __

6. gave someone an idea _ __ _ _ __

D Pair work
100

How would you describe Mary's personality? Do you know anyone like her?
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Listening Can I ask you ... ?
A

~>»

Listen to four people talk about their biggest accomplishments
this year. Write the accomplishments in the chart.

Qualities for success

Accomplishments
1.

2.
3.

4.

B ~>)) Listen again. What quality led to each person's success?
Complete the chart.

C Pair work Who do you think had the biggest accomplishment?
Why? Discuss your ideas.

Writing An accomplishment
A Write a paragraph about something
you accomplished in your lifetime. Use the
questions and the model to help you .
• What did you accomplish?
• Why did you decide to do it?
• How did you accomplish it?
• What was challenging about it?
• Why was it important?

A Healthy Change
I decided that I wanted to change something
at our school. A lot of the vending machines had
very unhealthy food, like chocolate, candy, and
potato chips. Students wanted healthier food
like fruits and yogurt. So I asked students and
teachers to sign a petition to get healthier food.
It was difficult at first . . .

B Group work Share your paragraphs.
How are your accomplishments similar or different?

Speaking What have you done?
Class activity Find people who have done these things. Write their names and ask
questions for more information.

Name

Extra information

helped someone with a
challenging task
won an ·award for doing
something
learned a new skill outside
of school
solved a problem at school,
home, or work
used technology to improve
his or her English
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Wrap-up
Quick pair review
Lesson A Test your partner! Say three personal pronouns. Can your partner
use the correct reflexive pronouns in sentences? Take turns. You have two minutes.
A: He.
B: Himself. My nei3hbor introduced himself to me yesterday.

Lesson B Do you remember? Which sentences are advising against
something? Check (./) the correct answers. You have one minute.

D
D
0

I don't think you should do that.
Please don't worry about it.

D

I'm not sure that's the best idea.

D

I'll give it some thought.

0 I'd rather not answer that.
I wouldn't recommend that.

Lesson C Find out! What is one thing both you and your partner would
do in each situation? You have three minutes.
• Where would you go if you won a free vacation?
• What would you buy if you received money for your birthday?
• What would you do if you lost your cell phone?

Lesson D Brainstorm! Make a list of accomplishments. How many can
you think of? You have two minutes.

In the real world
Which country would you like to travel across? Go online and find information
in English about one of these trips or your own idea. Then answer the
questions and write about it.
a car trip across the United States
a bike trip across France

a train trip across Canada
a walking trip across England

• How far is it?
• How long would it take?
• How much would it cost?
• What would you need to take?
• Where would you stay?
A Road Trip in the U.S.A.
I'd take a car trip across the United States. I'd start
in Ocean City, Maryland, and drive to San Francisco,
California. The trip is about :3,000 miles. The first
place I would stop is . ..
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Warm-up
Music Sales in the U.S.A.

other*16%

So urce: The Reco rd ing Industry Association of Am erica, 2008

A

Label the pictures with the correct types of music from the chart.

B What do you think are the most popular kinds of music where you live? What's
your favorite kind of music? What's your least favorite? Why?
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Music trivia
Vocabulary Compound adjectives
A 1111>» Complete the compound adjectives with the correct participles.
Then listen and check your answers.
Compound adjective
award- winning

Compound adjective

video

selling

high-

ticket

downloaded

best-

artist

winning ,/

oddly

group

priced

nice-

voice

breaking

often-

performer

named

hit

sounding

well-

record-

singer

B Pair work Ask and answer questions with each phrase in Part A.
Answer with your own ideas.
A: Can you name an award-winnin3 video?
B: Yes. Michael Jackson's video for "Thriller" won a lot of awards.

Language in context Musical firsts
A 1111>» Read about these musical firsts. Which were downloaded?

Milestones in Music History
The first fast beat recording was made by the Sugarhill
Gang. In 1979, the band's song "Delight" became
the first fast beat song to make the U.S. pop charts.

The song "Crazy" by Gnarls Barkley was leaked in
2005, months before its release. When it was finally
released in March 2006, it became the first song to
reach number one from downloaded sales.

The band Radiohead was the first to sell their album
online for whatever people wanted to pay. Over a
million albums were downloaded before the CD was
released in December 2007.

The well-known band Aerosmith was the first to have a
video game created around their music. People can
play the guitar and sing along to 41 of their songs. The
game was released in June 2008.

B What else do you know about these musical firsts? Do you know of any others?
"The band Run-DMC also recorded the sons 'Deli3ht."'
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Past participle
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Grammar .-,»
The passive voice places the focus of a sentence on the receiver of an action
instead of the doer of the action.
Active voice (simple past)
Fans downloaded over a million albums.

Passive voice (past of be + past participle)
Over a million albums were downloaded.

Use the passive voice when the doer of the action is not known or not important.
The game was released in 2008.

When the doer of the action is important to know, use the passive voice with by.
The first fast beat recording was made by the Sugarhill Gang.

A Complete the sentences with the past passive forms of the verbs.
Then compare with a partner.
1. All of the high-priced tickets to the concert _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ (sell) online.
2. The best-selling artists of the year _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (give) a special award.
3. The singer's record-breaking hit

(write) by her mother.

4. The performer's biggest hit song

(use) in a TV commercial.

5. The band's award-winning video

(see) by millions of people.

6. The songs on her album

(play) with traditional instruments.

B Pair work Say the trivia about the music group the Backstreet Boys.
Your partner changes the sentences to use the past passive. Take turns.
1. In 1993, Pearlman suggested the name 'Backstreet Boys'.

2. They held their first performance in Orlando.
3. They released their first album "backstreet Boys" in 1996.
4. Five member of this group formed a great harmony.
5. On march 12, 2014, the group filmed a series of commercials.

A: In 1993, Pearlman suggested the name 'Backstreet Boys'.

B: n 1993, the name 'Backstreet Boys' was suggested by Pearlman.

Speaking Name it!
A

Write three sentences in the past passive about the
same song, singer, musician, band, or album, but don't
use the name!

B Group work Share your sentences. Your group
guesses the name of the song, singer, musician, band,
or album. Take turns.

1. This Singers hit single called
Bailamos.
2. He was born in Madrid.
:3. He was made famous by hit;
music
( answer: Enrique Iglesias)

Keep talking!
Go to page 146 for more practice.
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The first thing you do is • • •
Interactions
A What kinds of things do you use a computer for? How did you learn to do
those things?
B -->» Listen to the conversation. What steps does Roger follow to download
and play a song? Then practice the conversation .
Roger: This is so frustrating!
Dena: What are you doing, Dad?
Roger: I'm trying to download a song, but
I'm not having much luck. What am
I doing wrong?
Dena: It's not that hard. Here, let me
show you.
Roger: Thanks.
Dena: First, type in the name of the artist
or the title of the song in this
search box and hit "search."
Roger: OK. Ah, here we go.
Dena: Next, choose the song you want
and click "download."
Roger: Oh, look at that. It's so fast! Is
that it?
Dena: Well, no. Finally, click " play."

C -->» Read the expressions below. Complete each box with a similar expression from
the conversation . Then listen and check your answers.
Beginning instructions

Continuing instructions

Ending instructions

To start, . ..
The first thing you do is . ..

Then ...
After that, ...

To finish, .. .
The last thing you do is .. .

D Pair work Number the instructions from 1 to 5. Then have a conversation like
the one in Part B.
How to download a ringtone:
__ Select the ringtone that you want.
__ Register with the site that you chose.
__ Send the ringtone to your phone by text.
__ Listen to the ringtones that are available.
__ Find websites that offer ringtones.
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Listening How does it work?
A '4>)) Listen to people give instructions on how to use three different machines.
Number the machines from 1 to 3. There is one extra machine.

B '4>)) Listen again. Each person makes one mistake when giving instructions.
Write the mistakes.
1. She said _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ instead of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2. He said

instead of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3. She said

instead of - - - - - -- - -

C Pair work Choose one of the machines above, and give instructions
·on how to use it. Add any additional instructions.
"To use a record player, first plus it in. Then . .. "

Speaking Step-by-step
A Pair work Choose a topic from the list below or your own idea. Make a list
of instructions about how to do it.
attach a file to an email
burn a CD or DVD
create a playlist

~

download a podcast
make an international call
send a text message
upload a video

owto _ _ _ __ _ __
2.
3.
4.

5.

B Pair work Give your instructions to another classmate. Answer any questions.
A: To attach a file to an email, first open your email account.
After that, click "compose." Next, ...
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Music and me
Vocabulary Verb and noun formation
A '4>))

Match the phrases and the pictures. Then listen and check your answers.

a. announce a tour
b. appreciate music

c. compose music
d. produce a song

e. release a new album

2.

1.

5.

B '4>)) Write the noun forms of the verbs in Part A. Then listen and check
your answers.
a.

announcement

b. - - -- - --

c. - - - - - - - e.
d. - - - -- --

c

Pair work Do you know any friends, artists, or other people who do or
have done the things in Part A? Tell your partner.

Conversation I'm his biggest fan!
A '4>))

Listen to the conversation. What does Andy tell Miranda to listen to?

Andy:
Miranda:
Andy:
Miranda:
Andy:
Miranda:
Andy:
Miranda:
Andy:

Oh, look! Richie Starr is going to perform here.
Yeah, I know. I'm planning to go.
Really? Have you gotten a ticket yet?
Not yet. But I think you can still get them .
I didn't know you were a fan.
Are you kidding? I'm his biggest fan!
Have you heard his new album?
He hasn't released it yet. But I've already
downloaded his new single. Here, listen.
Nice! I hear he has a cool online fan club.
He does. It gives information about new
album releases and announces all
upcoming performances.

B '4>)) Listen to the rest of the conversation. Why didn't Andy know about the concert?
108
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J Grammar ..,»

Present perfect with yet and already

In questions, use yet when
you expect the action to
have happened.

In responses, already
means the action has
happened earlier.

In responses, yet means the
action hasn't happened,
but you expect it to.

Have you gotten a
ticket yet?
Has he released his
album yet?

Yes, I've already gotten
a ticket.
Yes, he's already
released it.

No, I haven't gotten a
ticket yet.
No, not yet. He hasn't
released it yet.

A Write sentences in the present perfect with already and yet about Richie Starr's
goals. Then compare with a partner.
l . Richie has already written four new songs.

Richie Starr's Goals

2. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

.I write four new songs

3. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

record two songs for his album
release his new album
.I entertain children at the hospital
.I give a free performance in the park
announce his retirement

4. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

5. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6. - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -

B Pair work Look at Richie's list in Part A. Ask
questions with yet and answer them .

4

Pronunciation Syllable stress
A .. ,)) Listen and repeat. Notice how the stress stays on the same syllable when these
verbs become nouns.
announce

entertain

perform

produce

announcement

entertainment

performance

production

B .. ,)) Listen. Circle the verb-noun pairs if the stress stays the same.

5

appreciate

compose

record

release

appreciation

composition

recording

release

Speaking The latest
A Class activity Complete the questions with your own ideas. Then find someone
who has already done each thing, and ask questions for more information.
• Have you heard _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (a new album or song) yet?
• Have you played _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ (a new video game) yet?
• Have you seen _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (a new TV show or movie) yet?

•

_________________________ ?

B Group work Share your information.

6

Keep talking!
Student A go to page 147 and
Student B go to page 148 for more practice.

I

can talk about things I've done recently.
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Thoughts on music
Reading

-.>>)

A What are "fan sites"? Who usually has them? What kind of information do the
websites usually include?

B Look at the fan site. What things can fans do on this site?

Rio de Janeiro
Sao Paulo
Mexico City
Guadalajara

SOLD OUT
SOLD OUT

pies / albums / videos
Fans
Fans online
Profile views

FOREVER

Paige Richie, I love your page here. I have all your music. When are you going to release
something new? Have you written anything yet? Don't keep your fans waiting! : )
Richie Hi, Paige. To answer your question - yes, I've already written some new stuff, but I
haven't recorded anything yet. I'm going into the studio next month to record a few tracks. Check
back on this page . I'll post a sample!

Caroline Richie , your music has gotten me through some of the worst days of my life. Please
add "Never Alone" to the music player sometime. It's my favorite. Looking forward to a new
album!
Yoshi Some friends and I started our own band last year, and we've already played a few
shows . We were reviewed in the local paper, but we need advice on how to get a recording
contract. Can you post how you got started?

Ashley I tried to get a ticket to your show in Austin , but they were sold out! Can you stay in
Austin for another night and do a second show? Please! By the way, your song "Forever" was
sung at my wedding!
Danny I downloaded your song "Speak to Me" the other day, and I was pretty disappointed. It
doesn't "speak to me," if you know what I mean . How do I get my money back?
Ines Hey! I know all of your songs! I've been a huge fan since high school. I can't wait to see
you in Mexico City. I have front row seats! Thank you for the music. I'm a musician myself!

C Read the fan site. Answer the questions.
1. Who has concert tickets? ______

4. Who is unhappy with a song? _ _ _ __

2. Who can't get concert tickets? ______
3. Who wants advice? ______

5. Who has Richie's music helped? _ _ _ __
6. Who has all of Richie's music? _____ _

D Pair work Do you ever look at fan sites of musicians, actors, or athletes?
Why or why not? Tell your partner.
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Writing A music review
A Write a review of an album (or a song)
you'd recommend. Use the questions
and the model to help you.
• What's the name of the album / song?
• When was it released?
• What do you like about the album / song?
• Is there anything you don't like about it?
• Why would you recommend it?

B Class activity Post your reviews

Momenta
Mike Andrews album Moments was
released in 2007. All of the songs are good, but
the title song is excellent. On the album,he
blends Brazilian bossa nova with electronica and
has a beautiful-sounding voice. fhe only thing I
don't like about it is that there aren't enough
songs! I'd recommend it because it was recorded
with Japanese guitarist Masa Shimizu and . . .

around the room. Read your classmates'
reviews. Which songs or albums have you heard?

Listening Song dedications
A 1111>)) Listen to five people call a radio show to dedicate songs to their friends and
family members. Who do they dedicate songs to? Write the people in the chart.

People_ _ _ __
friend

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

B 1111>)) Listen again. What are the song titles? Complete the chart.

C Pair work Imagine you can dedicate a song to someone. What song
would you dedicate and to whom? Why? Tell your partner.

Speaking Soundtrack of my life
A

Make a list of three songs that remind you of particular times or events in your life.

Songtitles

Memories

1.

2.
3.

B Group work Discuss your songs and memories. Ask and answer questions for
more information.
A: The son8 ... reminds me of middle school. It was my favorite song when I was 14.
B: / know that song! How do you feel now when you hear it?
A: Oh, I feel totally embarrassed. I can't stand it now!
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Wrap-up
Quick pair review
Lesson A Brainstorm! Make a list of words and phrases related to music.
How many do you know? You have two minutes.

Lesson B Do you remember? Complete the sentences with words or phrases
to give instructions. You have one minute.
How to install software:
_ _ _ _ _ turn on your computer.
_ _ _ _ _ insert the CD and click "install."

How to 3et money out of an ATM:
_ _ _ _ _ put your ATM card in the machine.
_ _ _ _ _ type in your code.

_ _ _ _ _ to do is restart your computer.

_ _ _ _ _ select how much money you want.

Lesson C Find out! What are two things both you and your partner have
already done today? What are two things you both haven't done yet? You have
three minutes.
Lesson D Test your partner! Say (or sing) the words to a song you know
in English. Can your partner guess the title and singer? You have two minutes.

In the real world
Who is your favorite singer? Go to the singer's website, and find information
about his or her albums. Then write about them.
• What was the singer's first album? When was it released?
• When was the singer's last album released? Did it have any hit songs?
• What's your favorite song by this singer? What's it about?

Sting
My favorite singer is Sting. His first album was
called the dream of the blue turtles. It was
released in 1985. Ilove it. My favorite song on
the album is called "Consider Me Gone". Sting
was thirty-four years old when the song was
released.
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A great day trip.

o.K. Bus

:···:·

.
c·1udad de Mexico, TAPO
0 ngen:
Destina: Puebla, Pue.
f echa: 29/05/20'10
Hora de salida: '10:30 a.m.
Precio: $130.00

Yum!
1he vestf

A Look at Julie's scrapbook. Where did she go on her vacation? What do
you think she did there?

B What do you like to do on vacation? What kinds of things do you usually
bring back with you?
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Travel preferences
Vocabulary Vacation activities
A 1111>» Match the phrases and the pictures. Then listen and check your answers.
a. buy handicrafts
b. go to cafes

1.

c. listen to live music
d. see wildlife

e. speak a foreign language
f. try local food

g. visit landmarks
h. volunteer

4.

2.

8.

7.

5.

B Pair work Which things in Part A have you
Tell your partner.

never done on vacation ?

Language in context Three types of tours
A 1111>)) Read the ads for three tours. Which tour is best for someone who
likes volunteering? someone who likes eating? someone who dislikes planning?

Cuisine Adventures

ENVIRONMENTAL
EXPERIENCES

No Worries fours

Trying local foods is a great
way to learn about a culture.
Call today if you are interested
in joining our "Eat and Learn"
tour.

Are you concerned about
protecting the environment?
Volunteering is a rewarding
way to spend a vacation.
Choose from over 20 tours.

Do you enjoy traveling by
bus but dislike planning the
details? We specialize in
organizing tours with no
stress.

B What about you? Which tour interests you? Why?
114
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Grammar .. ,»
A gerund is an -ing word that acts like a noun. Gerunds may be the subject
of a sentence, or they may appear after some verbs or prepositions.
As subjects: Trying local foods is a great way to learn about a culture.
Volunteering is a rewarding way to spend a vacation.
After some verbs: I enjoy traveling by bus.
I dislike planning the travel details.
After prepositions: I'm interested in joining the "Eat and Learn" tour.
I'm concerned about protecting the environment.

A Complete the conversations with the gerund forms of the verbs.
Then compare with a partner.
be

buy

get

go

help

lose

meet .l'travel

try

volunteer

1. A: Do you enjoy
traveling
alone or in a group?
B: I prefer _ _ _ _ _ in a large group. It's more fun.
2. A: Are you interested in _ _ _ _ _ handicrafts when you travel?

B:
3. A:
B:
4. A:
B:
5. A:
B:

Not really. I like _ _ __ _ to markets, but just to look.

_ _ _ _ _ local food is the best way to learn about a culture. Don't you agree?
I'm not really sure. _ _ _ _ _ local people is also good.
Are you worried about _ _ _ _ _ sick when you travel abroad?
Not really. I'm more concerned about _ _ _ _ _ my passport!
Do you think _ _ _ _ _ on vacation would be fun?
I do. _ _ _ _ _ other people is a great thing to do.

B Pair work Ask and answer the questions in Part A. Answer with your
own information.

Speaking Travel talk
A

Complete the questions with your own ideas. Use gerunds.

• Do you enjoy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ when you're on vacation?
• Are you interested in

on vacation?

• Which is more interesting on vacation, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ or

_________ ?
• Are you ever concerned about _ __ _ __ _ _ _ when you travel?
• As a tourist, is

important to you?

• _________________________ ?
• _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ?

B Group work Discuss your questions. Ask and answer questions
to get more information.

Keep talking!
Go to page 149 for more practice.
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Don't forget to • • •
Interactions
A Where do you usually stay when you travel? A hotel? A youth hostel?
B -4>» Listen to the conversation. What doesn't the guest need help with?
Then practice the conversation.
Clerk: Can I help you?
Guest: Yes. I'm looking for a room for

two nights.
Clerk: Do you have a reservation?
Guest: No, I don't.
Clerk: Let me see what we have. Would
you like a single room or a
double room?
Guest: A single is fine. I only need
one bed.
Clerk: I can give you room 13A. Please
sign here. And there's a free
breakfast from 7:00 to 9:00.
Guest: Oh, great. Thank you very much.
Clerk: Here's your key. Do you need help
with your bag?
Guest: No, that's all right.
Clerk: OK. Remember to leave your key at
the front desk when you go out.
Guest: No problem.
Clerk: Enjoy your stay.

C -4>» Read the expressions below. Complete each box with a similar expression from
the conversation. Then listen and check your answers.
Asking about preferences

Reminding someone of something

Would you prefer ... or ... ?
Would you rather have ... or ... ?

Don't forget to ...
Let me remind you to ...

D Match the sentences and the responses. Then practice with a partner.
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l. May I help you? __

a. I don't know. Which one is cheaper?

2. Would you like a single room? __
3. Would you prefer a garden or an ocean view? __

b. Eleven? I thought it was by noon.
c. Actually, we need a double.

4. Please remember to lock your door at night. __
5. Don't forget to check out by 11 :00. __

d. Yes. I have a reservation for one night.
e. I will. Thanks for the reminder.
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Listening At a hostel
A 11111 >» Listen to a backpacker check into a hostel. Complete the form
with the correct information.

Sydney Backpackers
Type of room:

0 single

0

O double

0

triple

dorm

Number of nights? _ _
Bathroom?

0

yes

O

no

Breakfast?

0

yes

O

no

Method of payment:

0

cash

O

credit card

Room number: _ _ _ __

B 11111>» Listen again. Answer the questions.
1. Why doesn't she get a single room? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2. What time is breakfast? _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __
3. What floor is her room on? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4. What does the receptionist remind her to do? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

J

Speaking Role play
Pair work Role-play the situation. Then change roles.

Student A: You want a room at a hotel. Student B is the clerk at the front desk. Circle
your preferences. Then check in.
• You want a single / double room .
• You want to stay for two /three/ four nights.
• You want/ don't want your own bathroom.
• You want / don't want breakfast.

Student B: You are the clerk at the front desk of a
hotel. Check Student A in. At the end,
remind him or her of something.
Can I help you?
Yes, thank you. I'd like a room, please.
A// ri3ht. Would you prefer a sin3le or a double?
I'd prefer ...
How many ni3hts would you like to stay?
.. .
B: ... And please don't for3et . ..

B:
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:

(

I can ask about preferences.
I can r(Jmind someone of something.
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Rules and recommendations
Vocabulary Extreme sports
A .. ,))

Label the pictures with the correct words. Then listen and check your answers.

bungee jumping
kite surfing

paragliding
rock climbing

skydiving
snowboarding

waterskiing
white-water rafting

1. - - - - - - -

2. - - - - - - -

3. - - - - - - -

4. - - - - - - -

5. - - - - - - -

6. - - - - - - -

7. - - - - - - -

8. - - - - - - -

B Pair work Which sports would you consider trying? Which wouldn't you do?
Why not? Tell your partner.

Conversation First-time snowboarder
A .. ,))

Listen to the conversation. Why does Sarah tell Kyle to stay
in the beginners' section?
Kyle:
Sarah:
Kyle:
Sarah:
Kyle:
Sarah:
Kyle:
Sarah:

Kyle:
Sarah:

Hi. I'd like to rent a snowboard, please.
OK. Have you ever been snowboarding?
Um, no. But I've skied before.
Well, we offer lessons. You don't have to take
them, but it's a good idea. You'll learn the basics.
All right. When is your next lesson?
At 11 :00. You've got to complete this form here to
sign up.
No problem. What else do I need to know?
After your lesson, you should stay in the
beginners' section for a while. It's safer for the
other snowboarders.
OK. Anything else?
Yes. You must wear a helmet. Oh, and you ought
to wear sunscreen. The sun can be very strong.

B .. ,)) Listen to the conversation between Kyle and his
instructor. Why is Kyle uncomfortable?
118
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Grammar .->))
Necessity
You must wear a helmet.
You've got to complete this form.
You have to listen to your instructor.
Lack of necessity
You don't have to take a lesson.

Recommendations
You'd better be back before dark.
You ought to wear sunscreen.
You should stay in the beginners' section.
You shouldn't go in the advanced section.

A Circle the best travel advice. Then compare with a partner.
1. You should / must get a passport before you go abroad. Everybody needs one.
2. You don't have to / 've got to visit every landmark. Choose just a few instead.
3. You should / don't have to book a hotel online. It's often cheaper that way.
4. You ought to / shouldn't get to your hotel too early. You can't check in until 2:00.
5. You shouldn't / 'd better keep your money in a safe place. Losing it would be awful.
6. You have to / should pay for some things in cash. Many places don't take credit cards.
7. You must/ don't have to show your student ID to get a discount. Don't forget it!
8. You ought to / shouldn't try some local food. It can be full of nice surprises!

B Pair work What advice would you give? Complete the sentences with modals
for necessity or recommendations. Then compare answers.
1. You _ _ _ _ _ go paragliding on a very windy day.

4

2. You

have experience to go waterskiing.

3. You
4. You

have special equipment to go bungee jumping.
be in good shape to go kite surfing.

Pronunciation Reduction of verbs
A .->» Listen and repeat. Notice the reduction of the modal verbs.
You've got to
pay in cash.

You have to
check out by noon.

You ought to
try the food.

B Pair work Practice the sentences in Exercise 3. Reduce the modal verbs.

Speaking Rules of the game
A Group work Choose an extreme sport from Exercise 1.
What rules do you think there are? What recommendations
would you give to someone who wanted to try it?
A: You must sign a form before you go bungee jumping.
B: Yeah. And you should wear a helmet.
C: Oh, and you shouldn't be afraid.

B Class activity Share your ideas.

Keep talking!
Go to page 150 for more practice.
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Seeing the sights
1

Reading

'4>>)

A

Do you ever read food or travel biogs? Do you ever watch food or travel TV shows?

B

Read the blog. Write the headings above the correct paragraphs.

A Delicious Dinner

Juice Break

I

The Market

My Blog

I:

Sweet Shop

.. , .

I

A Taste of Cairo
Cookbook author Arlen Gargagliano is always
looking for new travel experiences. Join her
on her blog as she takes a food tour of
Cairo, Egypt.
1:45 p.m.
Today I walked through the narrow streets of a famous Cairo market.
There were many areas to explore, but my favorite was the spice
market. Each shop had huge containers of colorful spices. I bought
a bag of mixed spices for a friend and some dark henna to dye my
hair red!

3:15 p.m.
I stopped for one of my favorite drinks - sugar cane juice! A man took
pieces of sugar cane, put them in a machine, and made juice. He
gave me a glass of the juice, and I drank it quickly. It was sweet and
delicious! It gave me lots of energy.

6:30 p.m.
I ate dinner at the Abou el Sid restaurant. I tried several appetizers.
My two favorites were a creamy bean dish in a spicy sauce and fried
eggplant with garlic. I had them with fresh flatbread. I also tried a
famous Egyptian dish made with a green vegetable. I want to live
in this place!
8:00 p.m.
Before walking back to the hotel, I made one last stop at a place that sells
wonderful Egyptian sweets in el Hussein Square. It was busy, but I sat
down and ordered a cup of tea and basbousa, a kind of cake made with
semolina and sugar syrup. It was out of this world!

C Read the blog again. Write the initials of the blog headings (D, J, M, or S) in which
Arlen did the activities below. (More than one answer is possible.)
1. ate a meal _ _ _

3 . drank something _ _ _

5. saw spices _ __

2. bought a gift _ __

4 . had something sweet _ __

6. tried vegetables _ __

D Pair work
120

Would you enjoy a tour like this? Why or why not? Discuss your ideas.
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Writing A walking tour
A Pair work Choose a topic for an interesting walking tour in your town or city.
Use one of the topics below or your own idea.
historical sights
shopping

architecture and design
food and drink

parks and nature

B Pair work Write a description of your walking tour.

Hi5toric Old San Juan

ro really learn about the hi5tory of Puerto Rico, you
have to walk through Old San Juan. You 5hould 5tart your
walking tour at the city wall5. Follow the5e wall5 along
the 5ea to San Juan Gate, which wa5 built around 1635.
Go through the gate, turn right, and walk uphill. At the
end of the 5treet you can 5ee La Fortaleza . . ..

C Group work Present your tour to another pair. Did you

La Fortaleza
Old San Juan , Puerto Rico

include any of the same places?

Listening An adventure tour
A .. >)) Listen to a guide talk to some tourists before a Grand Canyon rafting trip.
What does the guide tell the tourists to do? Check (.I) the correct answers.

0
0
0
0

wear a safety vest
drink a lot of water
bring water
bring food

0
0
0
0

wear sunscreen
wear a hat
leave your camera
bring plastic bags

0
0
0
0

bring your cell phone
wear a swimsuit
wear tennis shoes
listen to your guide

B .. >)) Listen again. Are the statements true or false? Write T (true) or F (false).
1. The most important thing to remember is to have fun. __
2. The tourists need to wear safety vests at all times on the raft. __
3. There is no eating or drinking allowed. __
4. The tourists shouldn't leave their phones on the bus. __

Speaking Dream trip
A Imagine you can go anywhere in the world for
three weeks. Answer the questions.
• What kind of trip are you interested in taking?
• What places would you like to visit? Why?
• What would you like to do in each place?
• How long do you plan to spend in each place?
• How can you get from place to place?

B Pair work Tell your partner about your dream tri1;.
Ask and answer questions for more information.

I can describe my dream trip.
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Wrap-up
Quick pair review
Lesson A Test your partner! Say four vacation activities. Can your partner
use the gerund form of the phrase in a sentence correctly? You have three minutes.
A: See wildlife.

B: I'm not interested in seein3 wildlife on vacation.

Lesson B Give your opinion! Ask your partner which vacation he or she
prefers from each pair of pictures. Then remind your partner to do or take something
on the trip. Take turns. You have two minutes.

A: Would you prefer 3oin3 to an island or to the mountains?
B: I'd prefer 3oin3 to an island.
A: OK. Remember to take sunscreen.

Lesson C Brainstorm! Make a list of extreme sports people do in the
water, in the air, and on land. How many do you know? You have one minute.
Lesson D Guess! Describe your dream trip to your partner, but don't say
where it is. Can your partner guess where it is? Take turns. You have two minutes.

In the real world
Would you like to try a new sport? Go online and find recommendations in English for
people who want to try a new sport. Use one of the sports below or your own idea.
Then write about it.
sandboarding

downhill mountain biking

base jumping

Sandboarding
Sandboarding fr; like snowboarding, but you do it
on sand, not snow. You must have a sandboard for
this sport. You should wear glasses so that you
don 't get sand in your eyes.
122
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bodyboarding

Keep talkingl

unit

Finding out more
A

Read the chart. Then add two more questions.

Find someone who ...

Name

Extra information

is saving money for something special
is in a good mood today
has one brother and one sister
is reading an interesting book
wants to get a pet
is taking a difficult class
works on weekends
thinks English is fun
hates to talk on the phone

B Class activity Find classmates who do or are doing each thing in Part A.
Write their names. Ask questions for more information.
A: Are you savin3 money for somethin3 special?

B: Yes, I am.
A: Oh, really? What do you want to buy?

C Class activity

Share the most interesting information .
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··~ · ~~sson c ___"- - -

__ _

Similar behaviors
A

Write your answers to the questions in the chart.

Questions

Me

1. What do you do when you can 't

- - - - ~ - - - - Name: --========-I

sleep at night?

2. What do you do if you forget to do
your homework?

3. When you feel really happy about
something, what do you do?

4 . What do you do if someone tells
you something that isn't true?

5. If a friend calls you and you don't
want to talk , what do you do?

6 . What do you do when you are
extremely angry at someone?

B Pair work

Interview your partner. Complete the chart with his or her answers.

A: What do you do when you can't sleep at night?
B: / usually read a book. How about you?
A: When I can't sleep at night, I always listen to music.

C Pair work Compare your information. Do any of your partner's answers surprise
you ? Do you and your partner have any similar behaviors?

124 Keep talking!
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What was happening?
A Look at this picture for two minutes. What was happening when it started to rain?
Try to remember as many details as you can.

B Pair work Cover the picture. Ask the questions and answer
with the information you remember.
1. Where was the couple sitting when the rain started? What were they doing?

2. What was the police officer holding? What was she wearing?
3. What was the name of the cafe? What was on the cafe table?
4. What was the waiter holding? Where was he standing?
5. What was the young boy holding? What was he watching on TV?
6. What was the taxi driver doing? What was the name of the cab company?

C

Pair work Check your answers. How many answers did you remember correctly?
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How does it end?
A Pair work Imagine you are the people in one of the sets of pictures below.
Tell a story that explains what happened. Choose your own ending to the story.
Story 1

Story 2

B Group work Tell your story to another pair. Can they think of another ending
to your story? Which ending do you like better?
"This really happened to us. We were drivin3 down the road in our car. The weather
was very nice, and we were enjoyin3 the ride. We were 3oin3 to our friend 's house.
We had a map, but suddenly . .. "

C Class activity Share your stories. Vote on the best one.

126 Keep talking!
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Then and now
Student A
A Pair work You and your partner have pictures of Chuck. You have an old picture
of what he used to look like, and your partner has a new picture of what he looks like
now. Describe Chuck to find the differences between then and now.

Chuck - then
A: Chuck used to have lon3 black hair.
B: He doesn't have lon3 hair now.
A: So that's different. He used to . . .

B Pair work You and your partner have pictures of Amy. You have a new picture of
what she looks like now, and your partner has an old picture of what she used to look
like. Describe Amy to find the differences between then and now.

• • • •

Amy- now
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unit

Then and now
Student B

A Pair work

You and your partner have pictures of Chuck. You have a new picture
of what he looks like now, and your partner has an old picture of what he used to look
like. Describe Chuck to find the differences between then and now.

Chuck- now

A: Chuck used to have long black hair.
B: He doesn't have long hair now.
A: So that's different. He used to . . .

B Pair work You and your partner have pictures of Amy. You have an old picture of
what she used to look like, and your partner has a new picture of what she looks like
now. Describe Amy to find the differences between then and now.

Amy- then

128 Keep talking!
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What's hot?
A Write your own example of each thing in the chart.
Me

Glw an example of ••

Name= ---====c....-1

something which looks tacky on young people
an area of town that's extremely trendy
a store that's very popular with young people
a male celebrity who's really fashionable
a female celebrity who's very glamorous
a fashion trend that was very weird
a fashion that you really like
someone that has influenced fashion

B Pair work Interview your partner. Complete the chart with his or her answers.
A: What is somethin3 which you think looks tacky on youn3 people?
8: We//, I don't like those bi3 sun3lasses that some youn3 3irls wear. I think
they're tacky.

C Class acti.v ity Compare your information. Do you agree with everyone's
opinion? Why or why not?
A: / think .. . is a celebrity who's very 3lamorous.
8: Really? I think her clothes are kind of weird.
C: / like most of the clothes that she wears. I think she has a lot of style.
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I've never .••
A

Write examples of things you 've never done.

a sport I've never played:

a TV show I've never watched :

a food I've never eaten:

a famous movie I've never seen:

a restaurant I've never been to:

a place I've never visited:

B Group work Tell your group about the things you 've never done. Ask and
answer questions for more information.

A: I've never played cricket.
B: Yeah, that 's not popular here at all.
C: I've never played basketball.
D: You 're kiddin3! Never? Not even in school?

C Class activity
130

Keep talking!

Share your information. Which answers surprised you the most?
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No kidding!
A

Add two more questions about experiences to the chart.

Name

Have you ever ... ?

Extra information

seen a solar eclipse
watched three movies in one day
gone swimming in the rain
gotten a postcard from overseas
cooked a vegetarian dinner
seen a shooting star
had a really bad haircut
forgotten to pay an important bill
eaten in a French restaurant
lost something very special to you

a solar eclipse

a shooting star

B Class activity

Find classmates who have done each thing. Write their names
and ask questions for more information.

A: Have you ever seen an eclipse?

B: Yes, I have. I saw a solar eclipse once.
A: No kidding! When did you see it?

C

Share the most interesting information.
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Impressive places
Student A

A You and your partner have information about impressive places. Do you know the
answers to the questions on the left? Circle your guesses.
1. Which is taller?
a. Eiffel Tower
(Paris, France)
b. CN Tower
(Toronto, Canada)
a. 0 300.5 meters tall
2. Which is longer?
a. Golden Gate Bridge
(San Francisco, the
U.S.A.)
b. Harbor Bridge
(Sydney, Australia)
3. Which is bigger?
a. Red Square
(Moscow, Russia)
b. Tiananmen Square
(Beijing, China)

4. Which has more riders?
a. Sao Paulo subway
system
(Brazil)
b. London subway systerr
(the U.K.)
a.

0 _____ riders a day

b. D 4,250 ,000 riders a day

B Pair work Ask and answer questions to fill in the missing information. Then
check (./) the correct answers in Part A.
How tall is . .. ?
How long is ... ?
How big is . . . ?
How many riders does . .. have?

Saying large numbers
100.2
"one hundred point two"
3,456
"three thousand four hundred (and) fifty-six"
78,900
"seventy-eight thousand nine hundred"
120,000
"one hundred (and) twenty thousand"
3,450,000
"three million four hundred (and) fifty thousand"

C Class activity How many of your guesses were correct? Can you make
more comparisons?
132 Keep talking!
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Planning a visit
A Pair work Imagine that a friend from another country is planning to visit you
and asks you the questions in the email below. Discuss your responses.
To:

1

Beth <bettybeth@email.com>

I Jane <jgal@email.com>
Date: I March 17, 2010

~

From:

I

Subject:

I
I

rRe: Planning my trip ...

~~:....

Ii

Hey!
Before I visit, I have some questions for you :

11

I

- What's the best way to travel around? Is it the fastest? Is it the cheapest?

I

Ii

- Which part of town has the best cafe? When is the best time to go out?
- What's the most popular place for a tourist to visit? Have you been there?
- What's the most interesting traditional food to try? Where should I try it?
- What would make a nice day trip? Is it easy to get to?
- What's the best museum? What's it like? Should I go there?
- Which time of year has the nicest weather? Which has the worst?
I'm sorry that I'm asking so many questions. I'm just very excited , and I want to plan as much
as I can!
Thanks in advance for the information. See you soon!
Take care,
Jane

A: The best way to travel around is by subway.
B: / think it's better to 30 by bus. It's faster than the subway.

B Group work Share your ideas with another pair. Do you have similar answers?
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unit

Impressive places
Student B
A You and your partner have information about impressive places. Do you know the
answers to the questions on the left? Circle your guesses.
1. Which is taller?
a. Eiffel Tower
(Paris, France)
b. CN Tower
(Toronto, Canada)
a.

D _____ meters tall

b.

D

b.

D _____ meters long

553.3 meters tall

2. Which is longer?
a. Golden Gate Bridge
(San Francisco, the
U.S.A.)
b. Harbor Bridge
(Sydney, Australia)
a. D 2, 737 meters long
3. Which is bigger?
a. Red Square
(Moscow, Russia)
b. Tiananmen Square
(Beijing, China)

4. Which has more riders?
a. Sao Paulo subway
system
(Brazil)
b. London subway system
(the U.K.)
a.

D

3,500 ,000 riders a day

b. D

_ _____ riders

a day

B Pair work Ask and answer questions to fill in the missing information. Then
check (./) the correct answers in Part A.
How tall is . .. ?
How long is ... ?
How big is . . . ?
How many riders does ... have?

Saying large numbers
100.2
"one hundred point two"
3,456
"three thousand four hundred (and) fifty-six"
78,900
"seventy-eight thousand nine hundred"
120,000
"one hundred (and) twenty thousand"
3,450,000
"three million four hundred (and) fifty thousand "

C Class activity How many of your guesses were correct? Can you make
more comparisons?
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The next two weeks
A Complete the calendars for next week and the week after it with the correct dates
and any plans you have.
Next week:
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

The week after next:

B Pair work Ask and answer questions about your plans. Find a time to do something together.
A: What are you doing next Thursday afternoon?

B: Oh, I have my karate lesson then. What are you doing the day after that?
A: Nothing. Do you want to get together?

C Group work Tell another pair about the plans you made in Part B. Invite them
to join you . Are they free?
A: Barry and I are getting together on Friday.

B: We 're meeting at Mr. Freeze for some ice cream . Do you want to join us?
C: I'm sorry, but I can't. I have a job interview on Friday.
D: I'm not free, either. I have to go grocery shopping.
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A helping hand
A Pair work Imagine you're the people in the pictures. Role-play the situations.
Student A: Ask Student B for a favor.
Student B: Agree to Student A's request. Offer to help, and continue the conversation.

A: Could you do me a favor? Could you please take my picture?
B: No problem. I'll take it for you.

B Pair work Change roles . Role-play the new situations.

C Pair work Ask each other for two more favors.
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People on my mind
A Write the name of someone you know for each description. Then think about
answers to the questions.

Someone I miss very much :

Someone who gave me a special gift:

• How long have you known this person?

• What was the gift?

• When did you last see him or her?
• When will you see each other again?

• How long have you had it?
• What made the gift special?

Someone I'd like to know better:

Someone I've admired since I was a child:

• How long have you known this person?

• When did you first meet this person?

• When was the last time you spoke?

• What do you admire about him or her?
• Do you share any of the same qualities?

• What's he or she like?

B Pair work Interview your partner about each person. Ask questions for
more information .
A: Who is someone you miss very much?
B: I miss my grandmother very much.
A: How long have you known her?
B: I've known her since I was born! But I haven't seen her since April.
138 Keep talking!
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unit

Left brain / right brain
A Pair work Interview your partner. Check (.,I) his or her answers.

•
rain

Left

•
rain

g

Do you use your right or left brain more often? Try this fun quiz and find out.
1. How do you remember
things?
0 a. with words
0 b. with pictures
Oc. both

5. How do you like to
study alone?
Oa. quietly
0 b. with music playing
Oc. both

9. What do you use to
make decisions?
0 a. the facts
0 b. my experience
Oc. both

2. Which can you
remember easily?
O a. names
Ob. faces
Oc. both

6. Which activity do you
enjoy?
Oa. writing
Ob. drawing
Oc. both

10. How do you like to
solve problems?
0 a. one at a time
0 b. at the same time
Oc. both

3. Which math subject do
you like?
Oa. algebra
0 b. geometry
Oc. both

7. What kinds of tests do
you like?
0 a. multiple choice
Ob. essay
Oc. both

11. How do you manage
your time?
0 a. very carefully
O b. not very carefully
Oc. both

4. How do you like to work
in class?
Oa. alone
0 b. in groups
Oc. both

8. How do you like things
explained to you?
0 a. with words
0 b. with actions
Oc. both

12. Which animals do
you like?
Oa. dogs
Ob. cats
Oc. both
L.....J
:l

Source: library.thinkquest.org

B Pair work Score your partner's answers. Is he or she left-brained or
right-brained? (More c answers or the same number of a and b answers means
your partner has traits for both.)

More a answers: Left-brained

More b answers: Right-brained

More verbal than visual
Likes to do things step by step
Very organized
Follows rules without questioning
Strong sense of time
Learns by seeing
Uses few gestures when talking
Listens to what is said

More visual than verbal
Likes to do things at the same time
Not always organized
Often asks why
Little sense of time
Learns by doing
Talks with hands
Listens to how something is said

C Group work

Do your results in Part B describe you well? What do you think your
results say about your personality?
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A green quiz
A Pair work Interview your partner. Circle his or her answers.

Try this quiz to find out.

5. You're buying a magazine, and the cashier
starts to put it in a bag. What do you do?
a. Take the bag and throw it away later.
b. Take the bag, but reuse it.
c. Just take the magazine. ~

a.
b.
c. Turn it off and unplug it.

2. You're planning to go to a movie with
several friends. What do you do?
a. Go in separate cars.
b. Meet and go in one car.
c. Take public transportation.

a.
b. Put them in a garbage can.
c. Put them in a recycling bin.

6. You have some old, unused medicine that
you don't need. What do you do?
a. Flush it down the toilet.
b. Throw it in the garbage.
c. Return it to a pharmacy.

7. You're making a salad and realize you don't
have enough lettuce. What do you do?
a. Get any lettuce at the nearest store.
b. Buy organic lettuce at a
farmer's market.
c. Pick some lettuce from

I

4. Your office has a watercooler with plastic
cups for people to use. What do you do?
a. Use a different plastic cup each time.
b. Use the same plastic cup
all day.
c. Use your own regular cup.

8. A company in your neighborhood is
harming the environment. What do you do?
a. Nothing.
-..,. ..,;.- b. Tell your friends.
c. Write a letter to the local
~ · k~. "·-:-a-~
~.~;:·
~{.
-~..:~ J
newspaper about it.

r

,,..,. _

.·

~

.

B Pair work Score your partner's answers. How green is he or she? Are the results accurate?
a answers = 0 points
b answers = 1 point
c answers = 2 points

11-16 Congratulations! You lead a very green life.
6-10 You're green in some ways, but not in others.
0-5 You're not very green. It's not too late to change!

C Pair work What other things do you do to help the environment? Tell your partner.
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Be an optimist!
A Pair work Add two situations to the chart. Then discuss what will, could,
or might happen in each situation. Take notes.

If we . .. ,

we will . ..

we might ...

eat too much fast food
spend all day at the beach
use cell phones in class
read the news every day
never study English
watch too much TV
don't get enough sleep
spend too much time online

A: What do you think will happen if we eat too much fast food?
B: If we eat too much fast food, we'll 3ain wei3ht.

B Group work

Share your ideas with another pair. Which ideas are the best?
Do you have any other ideas?

140
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What to do?
A Group work Imagine you have one of the relationship problems below. Your
group gives you advice. Take turns.

My friend texts me constantly and then
gets angry if I don't answer right away. Is
it important to answer every text? I'm not
sure what to do about this. I prefer to
communicate by phone.

My sister has a new hairstyle, and I think
it looks pretty awful. I don't really want to
criticize her, but I think it's a good idea to
say something to her. But what exactly do
I say?

My co-worker won't talk to me. She says I
gossiped about her. I guess I did, but it
wasn't anything serious. It feels like she's
judging me. I hope she can forgive me.
After all, we need to work together.

My classmate always tries to copy my
answers when we are taking tests or
working on our own. It makes me angry. I
don't want the teacher to think I'm
cheating, too. Should I tell my teacher?

A: My friend texts me constantly and then ...
B: It's not important to answer every text. Just ignore them.
C: But it's not good to ignore them. Say something to your friend about it.
D: That's good advice. It's also a good idea to ...

B Group work Which advice was the best? Why? Tell your group.
"Maria gave the best advice. It's important to tell the truth."

C Group work Have you ever given relationship advice to someone? Who?
What was the advice? Tell your group.
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What do you think?
A Pair work

Look at the picture. Make one speculation about each person. Use
must, could, can't, may, or mi3ht.

142 Keep talking!
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A: Diego is buying a dress, but it can't be for his wife. It's too small.
B: Ri3ht. He mi3ht be buyin3 it for his dau3hter.
A: Yeah. And he must be rich. The store looks very expensive.

B Group work Compare your speculations with another pair. Did you make any
· of the same ones?
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Reflections
A Class activity

Find classmates who answer "yes" to each question . Write their
names and ask questions for more information.

Questions

Name

Extra information

l. Have you ever eaten an entire pizza
by yourself?

2. Do you learn better by studying in a
group than by yourself?

3. Did you teach yourself how to cook?
4. Do you see yourself living in another
country in five years?

5. Have you ever traveled anywhere
by yourself?

6. Would you like to change something
about yourself?

7. Have you ever lived by yourself?

8. Do you know someone who taught
himself or herself a foreign language?

A: Have you ever eaten an entire pizza by yourself?
B: Yes, I have!
A: Wow! That 's a lot of pizza. What kind of pizza was it?
B: It had cheese, pepperoni, onions, and peppers on it.

B Share your information. What's the most interesting thing you learned? Who else in
the class answered "yes" to each question?
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Imagine that!
A Guess your partner's answers to the questions. Write your guesses in the chart.
Questions

___

My guesses

- - ~ My partner's answers

1. What would you do if you saw your
favorite celebrity?

2. What would you do if your best
friend moved to another country?

3. How would you feel if someone
brought up something embarrassing
about you at a party?

4. What would you do if you broke
something expensive in a store?

5. Where would you go if you had
one week to travel anywhere in
the world?

6 . What would you do if a friend
borrowed some money from you
and then didn't pay you back?

7. What would you do if your grades
in this class suddenly dropped?

B Pair work Interview your partner. Complete the chart with his or her answers.
How many of your partner's answers did you guess correctly?

C Class activity Do any of your partner's answers surprise you? Would you and
your partner do any similar things? Tell the class.
•
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Facts and opinions
A Group work Add two sets of questions about music to the list. Then discuss the
questions. Ask follow-up questions to get more information.
1. What bands were formed in the 1960s? '70s? '80s? '90s? What was their music like?

2. What male singer do you think has a nice-sounding voice? What female singer?
3. What well-known singers or bands do you not like very much? Why not?
4. Were any record-breaking hits released last year? What did you think of the songs?
5. Was any truly awful music released in the past few years? What made it so terrible?
6. What was the last music awards show you saw on TV? Who was on it?
7. Who are the best-selling singers from your country? Do you enjoy their music?
8. What are some easily learned songs in your native language? Do you know all the words?
9 . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ? - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - ?
10. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ? - - - - -- - - - -- - - --

Backstreet Boys 1993s

A: The Backstreet Boys were formed in the 1993s.
B: How was their music?
A: Their music was fantastic. It still is.
C: Can you name the band members?

B Class activity Share any interesting information.
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?

Find the differences
Student A
You and your partner have pictures of Monica and Victor, but they aren't exactly the same.
Ask questions with yet to find the differences. Circle the items that are different.

see a movie

get a new stereo

download a song

send a text

buy a CD

sing a song

A: Have Monica and Victor seen a movie yet?
B: No, they haven't. In my picture, they haven't seen it yet. They're 3oin3 inside.
A: So that's different. In my picture, they're leaving the movie theater.
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Find the differences
Student B
You and your partner have pictures of Monica and Victor, but they aren't exactly the same.
Ask questions with yet to find the differences. Circle the items that are different.

see a movie

get a new stereo

download a song

send a text

buy a CD

sing a song

A: Have Monica and Victor seen a movie yet?
B: No, they haven't. In my picture, they haven't seen it yet. They're going inside.
A: So that's different. In my picture, they're leaving the movie theater.
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Travel partners
A

Add three questions about travel preferences to the chart. Then check (.I)

your answers.

Me

When you travel, ...
1.

do you like being in a large group?

2.

are you interested in meeting new people?

3.

is saving money important to you?

4.

do you like trying new foods?

5.

is asking directions embarrassing to you?

6.

do you like knowing your schedule in advance?

7.

is camping more fun than staying in hotels?

8.

do you enjoy shopping for souvenirs?

9.

do you like big cities?

10.

do you like going to clubs?

11.

is seeing everything possible important to you?

12.
13 .
14.

Yes

No

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D

Name:
Yes

No

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D

D
D
D

D

D

D

D

B Pair work

Interview your partner. Complete the chart with his or her answers.

C Pair work

Compare your answers. Would you make good travel partners?

D
D

Why or why not?

A: We wouldn't make 300d travel partners. You like bein3 in a lar3e 3roup. I don't.
B: Yes, but we're both interested in meetin3 new people.
A: Well, that's true. And savin3 money is important to us.
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A backpacking trip
A Pair work Imagine someone is planning a two-week backpacking trip to
your country. What rules and recommendations would you give for each
category? Take notes.

Pacldna

Communication

.________Health ------~------and ilfety

Food

Places to stay

Other

B Group work Share your ideas with another pair. Did you have any of the same
rules or recommendations? Can you think of any other rules or recommendations?
A: You shouldn't pack too many clothes.

B: Yes, but you have to have enough clothes!
C: Also, you ought to bring your cell phone.
150

Keep talking!
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Irregular verbs

.........

Simple past

hit
paatlcl~

lose

lost

lost

become

make

made

made

broke

broken

meet

met

met

build

built

built

pay

paid

paid

buy

bought

bought

put

put

put

choose

chose

chosen

read

read

read

come

came

come

ride

rode

ridden

do

did

done

run

ran

run

draw

drew

drawn

say

said

said

drink

drank

drunk

see

saw

seen

drive

drove

driven

sell

sold

sold

eat

ate

eaten

send

sent

sent

fall

fell

fallen

sing

sang

sung

feel

felt

felt

sit

sat

sat

fly

flew

flown

sleep

slept

slept

forget

forgot

forgotten

speak

spoke

spoken

get

got

gotten

spend

spent

spent

give

gave

given

stand

stood

stood

go

went

gone

swim

swam

swum

hang

hung

hung

take

took

taken

have

had

had

teach

taught

taught

hear

heard

heard

think

thought

thought

hold

held

held

wear

wore

worn

know

knew

known

win

won

won

leave

left

left

write

wrote

written

$implepast

hit
partlc:lple

be

was, were

been

become

became

break
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Adjective and adverb formations
Adjectives

Adverbs

Adjectives

Adverbs

agreeable

agreeably

immature

immaturely

amazing

amazingly

impatient

impatiently

ambitious

ambitiously

inconsiderate

inconsiderately

angry

angrily

indecisive

indecisively

brave

bravely

interesting

interestingly

careful

carefully

late

late

confident

confidently

lucky

luckily

considerate

considerately

mature

maturely

creative

creatively

nervous

nervously

curious

curiously

optimistic

optimistically

decisive

decisively

patient

patiently

disagreeable

disagreeably

quick

quickly

dishonest

dishonestly

rare

rarely

early

early

reliable

reliably

easy

easily

sad

sadly

enthusiastic

enthusiastically

serious

seriously

extreme

extremely

similar

similarly

fair

fairly

strange

strangely

fashionable

fashionably

stubborn

stubbornly

fast

fast

sudden

suddenly

fortunate

fortunately

surprising

surprisingly

glamorous

glamorously

unfair

unfairly

good

well

unfortunate

unfortunately

hard

hard

unreliable

unreliably

honest

honestly

wise

wisely

152 Adjective and adverb formations
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Answer key
Unit 7 Lesson D (page 71)
Listening
This personality test is just for fun . Don 't take the answers

too seriously!

1. This person is the most important person in your life.
2. If you see a big animal, you think you have big problems.
3. If you have a big house, you are very ambitious.
4. If the door is open, you're happy for people to visit anytime. If it's closed, you prefer
people to call first.
5. If there is food or flowers on the table, you are very optimistic.
6. If the material is strong (like metal or plastic), you have a strong relationship with the
person in number 1.
7. If you keep the cup, you want to keep a good relationship with the person in number 1.
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Install the CD-ROM to yciur hard drive (recommended)

What's on the CO-ROM? (continued)

Windows XP, Vista,·and 7

• Reference sections

Extra help and information in the sections on the left side of the screen. Click

• Go to My Computer and double-click on the disc drive letter or Four Corners
Self-study CD-ROM. For Windows XP, go to My Computer. Right-click on the disc
drive letter or Four Corners Self-study CD-ROM. Click on Explore.
• Double-click on Install Four Corners to hard drive, and then follow the instructi;~s.

on Vocabulary for the definition, example, and pronunciation of the words on
the CD-ROM. Click on Grammar for notes on all the grammar points and on
Interactions for a list of the functional expressions. You can also add your
notes to the items in these sections.

Mac OS X
• Double-click on Four Corners Self-study CD-ROM to open it.
• Create a folder on your computer, and then copy the content of the CD-ROM into it.
• Double-click on Four Corners Self-study CD-ROM Mac OS X.

• My Test
Click on My Teston the left side of the screen and follow the instructions to create
a quiz to test yourself on the grammar or vocabulary of a unit or set of units.

Start the CD-ROM

• Progress chart
Click Progress on the left side of the screen to see your score for each activity.

Windows XP, Vista , and 7
• Insert the Four Corners Self-study CD-ROM into your CD-ROM drive.
• If Autorun is not enabled, open My Computer and then double-click on the disc
. drive letter or Four Corners Self-study CD-ROM.
• For Windows Vista and 7, double-click on Run Four Corners from the CD-ROM.
Mac OS X
• Insert the Four Corners Self-study CD-ROM into your CD-ROM drive.
• Double-click on the CD-ROM icon on your desktop to open it.
• Double-click on Four Corners Self-study CD-ROM Mac OS X.

System Requirements
•
•
•
•
•

512 MB of RAM (1 GB recommended for video)
1 GB free hard disk space (if instal ling to hard disk)
800 x600 resolution or higher
speakers or headphones
a microphone if you wi sh to record yourself speaking

For PC
Windows XP, Vista , or 7
For Mac
Mac OS X 10.4 or above
1.2 GHz G4 processor or higher

What's on the CD-ROM?
• Interactive practice activities
Extra practice of Grammar, Vocabulary, Interactions, Pronunciation , Listening, and
Video comprehension Click on one of the unit numbers (1- 12) at the top of the
screen. Then choose an activity and click on it to start.

Support
If you experience difficulties with this CD-ROM, please visit:
www.cambridge.org/us/es 1/su pport
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.I Clear and carefully staged lessons support student success .
./ A manageable grammar and vocabulary syllabus provides a firm foundation
for effective communication.
./ Interactions lessons present essential functional language for use in
everyday situations .
./ Can-do statements mapped to the Common European Framework of Reference
provide benchmarks to measure student progress .
./ Personalized speaking activities make learning fun and relevant.
./ Self-study CD-ROM with video provides valuable opportunities for interacthle
practice and self-testing.
Each level of Four Comers contains:
• Student's Book with Self-study CD-ROM with video
• Workbook
• Online Workbook
• Teacher's Edition with Assessment Audio CD / CD-ROM
• Class Audio CDs
• Class Video DVD
• Classware presentation software
• Additional online support for teachers and students at
www.cambridge.org/fourcorners
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- Jack C. Richards and David Bohlke

Four Corners takes students from the beginning through the intermediate levels.

